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Abstract

Program Generation (PG) is a widely applicable technique that can improve efficiency and
modularity of a program as well as programmer productivity. An important challenge in PG is
to guarantee that a generator will produce type-safe code. In this paper we address this problem
by showing that record calculus can be used to obtain a very powerful type system for program
generation. The type system has let-polymorphism and subtyping, and can handle side-effecting
expressions.

1 Introduction

Program Generation (PG) is about writing programs that write programs. If a program’s structure
is so routine that it can be built by an algorithm, it is natural to use PG to manufacture the program
because this improves program reusability and performance as well as programmer productivity,
while decreasing human error [CE00].

Program generation can be classified into two categories: PG by partial evaluation [ACK03,
CX03, Dav96, DP96, KKcS08, MTBS99, TN03, YI06] and PG by program construction [Baw99,
HZS05, HZS07, KCJ03, KYC06, OMY01, PHEK99, Rhi05, ZHS04]. These two approaches to
program generation require different mindsets when programming.

PG by partial evaluation is based on the ideas of partial evaluation. This PG style is about
delaying the execution of some part of a code while regularly evaluating the other parts. The
programmer may explicitly annotate the program to indicate which part to delay or not to delay,
as opposed to partial evaluation’s implicit binding-time analysis [JGS93, NN92]. This kind of PG
enjoys the “erasure property” [DP96]: a valid program can be obtained if all the annotations are
erased. This means that there can be no unbound variable in a program, even in the delayed
fragments (i.e. inside quotations).

PG by program construction is about building new programs by composing program fragments.
Programmers again explicitly define fragments and how they are combined. There is no erasure
property; removing annotations may leave a meaningless program.

An important difference between PG by partial evaluation and PG by program construction is
variable hygiene. In PG by program construction, free variables in a fragment may get “captured”
and bound when the fragment is spliced into a context. Composition of code values is intentionally
unhygienic. In PG by partial evaluation, this is forbidden. The binding of a variable is statically
known, and variables are alpha-converted to avoid capturing; composition of code values is in-
tentionally hygienic. For example, the program let f = λc.〈λx.x + 8(c)〉 in 〈λx. 8(f〈x〉)〉, written in
ML-like syntax, yields a value that is alpha-equivalent to 〈λy.λz.z+ y〉 if evaluated in MetaOCaml
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[TCLP] — a PG-by-partial-evaluation system. On the other hand, the output is 〈λx.λx.x+ x〉, if
evaluated in λopenpoly [KYC06] — a PG-by-program-construction system.

The program generation context we assume falls into the “PG by program construction” cate-
gory.

In this paper we focus on an important challenge of program generation: How can we guarantee
that a generator will produce type-safe code? Several program generation type systems investigate
the same question [Dav96, DP96, KKcS08, KYC06, MTBS99, OMY01, Rhi05, SGM+03, TN03,
YI06]. We show that this problem reduces to the problem of type checking in record calculus,
which is well-studied and mature. This allows us to reuse several properties already proved in the
record calculus domain, giving us a powerful and sound type system that guarantees type-safety of
generated programs.

Major results in this paper include:

• Definition of a translation from a program generation language to the record calculus.

• Showing that evaluating a program generator in the staged operational semantics is equivalent
to evaluating its translation in the record operational semantics. This result brings the
preservation property to the record type system with respect to the staged semantics for free.

• Proving that the record calculus provides a sound type system with respect to the staged
operational semantics.

• Showing that the record calculus type system is equal to the λopenpoly [KYC06] type system.

We then show that

• the type system can gracefully be extended with subtyping constraints by using already-
existing record subtyping definitions from the literature. A staged type system with subtyping
constraints, to our knowledge, is new.

• pluggable declarations can be added to the language. Pluggable declarations and subtyping
provide a solution to type-checking the “library specialization problem”.

• side-effecting expressions such as references can also be handled by an improved version of
the translation.

The results elaborated in this paper show that a very powerful staged type system can be obtained
by using record calculus properties.

This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give intuition of why record calculus and
program generation are closely related. Section 3 informally discusses how a staged type system
works and what we expect from it, and motivate the need for subtyping. We formally introduce
the program generation language and the record calculus in Sections 4 and 5, respectively. Section
6 gives the definition of the translation from the staged language to the record calculus. Section
7 states the formal relationship between the two calculi. In Sections 8 through 10 we discuss how
to extend the languages, translation, and the type system with subtyping, pluggable declarations,
and references. We provide a comparison of our contributions to the existing work in Section 11.
We conclude the paper in Section 12. Proofs of major lemmas and theorems of this paper are given
in the appendix.
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2 Using Records for Staged Computing

A quotation defines a program piece that is not executed until it is “run”. Consider 〈2 + 3〉. This
expression directly evaluates to the value 〈2+3〉, not 〈5〉. “2+3” is executed only when the quoted
expression is “run” as in letx = 〈2 + 3〉 in run(x), which evaluates to 5. This fact brings a question
about the relation between quoted expressions and closures. Recall that expressions guarded by
lambda abstractions are not executed until the function is applied. We can represent a quoted
expression as lambda abstraction, and “run” as function application. 〈2 + 3〉 can be represented
as λz.2 + 3, which directly evaluates to the closure λz.2 + 3 without executing 2 + 3. So, we can
rewrite letx = 〈2 + 3〉 in run(x) as letx = λz.2 + 3 inx(0), where the application evaluates 2 + 3 and
results in 5. The name of the function parameter and the function argument are not important in
this example. So, we have an indication that there is a close relation between lambda abstractions
and quoted expressions, as well as “run” and function application.

Let us now consider a more complicated example which splices a fragment into another one
using antiquotation: letx = 〈2 + 3〉 in 〈4 + 8(x)〉. This piece of program evaluates to 〈4 + 2 + 3〉.
The body of the quoted expression 〈2 + 3〉 is still not executed, but “extracted out” and spliced
into the hole as denoted by the antiquotation. To give a similar effect, we can consider converting
the antiquotation to function application: letx = λz.2 + 3 inλw.4 + x(0). Because the function
application takes place under a lambda abstraction, the expression “2 + 3” is still not executed.

The two examples above were simple in the sense that the quoted expressions were closed;
they did not contain any free variables. Consider 〈y〉. The variable y will obtain a meaning
when the expression is spliced into a context that provides a binding for y. For instance, in
let c = 〈y〉 in 〈let y = 2 in 8(c) + 3〉, the variable y is an integer. This binding is provided by the
code fragment surrounding the antiquotation. Hence, it makes sense to consider a quoted expres-
sion as a lambda abstraction that takes in the bindings of its free variables rather than ignoring
the parameter. The “bindings” are nothing but an environment. An occurrence of a variable is
then a lookup in the environment. So, using the dot notation e · ` to access the field ` of the
record e, we can rewrite 〈y〉 as λr.r ·y. Note that quoted expressions also can define and use vari-
ables within themselves. These bindings can be considered as updates to the environment. So,
an antiquotation becomes a function application that passes the up-to-date environment to the
antiquoted fragment. The program above, let c = 〈y〉 in 〈let y = 2 in 8(c) + 3〉, can be rewritten
as let c = (λr.r ·y) inλr.let r = rwith {y = 2} in c(r) + 3, where ewith {` = e′} is the operation that
updates the field ` of the record e with e′. The “run” operation is also a function application
similar to an antiquotation, but it should pass the empty environment to the fragment, because
only complete (i.e. closed) fragments are runnable.

The intuitive closeness between the staged language and the record calculus immediately sug-
gests a systematic translation. In Figure 1, we give a transformation to convert staged expressions
to record calculus expressions. The superscript n in the translation denotes the stage. The trans-
lation converts a variable to a look-up in the record that stands for the environment of the current
stage. Abstractions and let-bindings update the current environment with a new binding. Quoted
expressions are converted to functions that take as input a record representing the environment in
the next stage. Antiquotations are translated to function applications where the current environ-
ment becomes the operand. run(·) is also converted to a function application, but this time the
operand is the empty record. fix f(x) is the fix-point operator for the function f with argument x,
and is used for recursion. lift raises a value to the next stage; hence the translation introduces an
abstraction.
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JcKn = c

JxKn = rn ·x
Jλx.eKn = λx. let rn = rn with {x = x} in JeKn

Jfix f(x). eKn = fix f(x). let rn = rn with {f = f, x = x} in JeKn

Je1e2Kn = Je1KnJe2Kn

Jletx = e1 in e2Kn = let rn = rn with {x = Je1Kn} in Je2Kn

J〈e〉Kn = λrn+1. JeKn+1

J 8(e)Kn+1 = JeKn rn+1

Jrun(e)Kn = JeKn{}
Jlift(e)Kn = λrn+1.JeKn

Figure 1: A first attempt on a transformation from staged expressions to record calculus expressions.
Variable names are also used as record field labels in the target language.

We give this first attempt of a translation; however, we will not use it in the upcoming sections.
We will define better versions; the first improvement will provide more useful results in proving
formal properties, the second improvement will handle references as well. We initially give this
version because it is more intuitive and easier to understand than the other improved versions.
Below we give some examples to illustrate the translation process. The reader is encouraged to
check that both sides would reduce to equivalent terms when simplified (after substituting r0 with
the empty record in translations). To improve readability of the examples, we assume existence of
constructs such as the if-expression, lists, head (hd) and tail (tl) operators, addition, subtraction,
etc. It would be straightforward to add these into the language. All the translations take place
starting from stage 0 as denoted by the superscript.

Jλc.〈letx = 5 in 8(c)〉K0 = λc.let r0 = r0 with {c = c} in
(λr1.let r1 = r1 with {x = 5} in r0 ·c(r1))

Jlet c = 〈x+ 8〉 in
let g = 〈λx. 8(c)〉 in
(run(g))(10)K0

=
let r0 = r0 with {c = λr1.r1 ·x+ 3} in
let r0 = r0 with {g = λr1.λx.let r1 = r1 with {x = x} in r0 ·c(r1)} in
(r0 ·g({}))(10)

The function below is the factorial function and is written completely in stage 0.

Jfix fact(n). if n = 0 then 1
else fact(n− 1)× nK0 =

fix fact(n). let r0 = r0 with {fact = fact, n = n} in
if r0 ·n = 0 then 1
else (r0 ·fact)(r0 ·n− 1)× r0 ·n

The following example, adapted from [CX03], generates a specialized polynomial calculation
function for the polynomial 4 + 6x+ 2x2; specifically λx.4 + (x× (6 + x× (2 + 0))). A polynomial
is represented as a list of integer values; in this case [4; 6; 2].
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Jlet poly = fix gen(p). if p = nil then 〈0〉

else 〈 8(lift(hd p)) + x× 8(gen(tl p))〉
in run〈λx. 8(poly [4; 6; 2])〉 K0 =

let r0 = r0 with {poly = fix gen(p). let r0 = r0 with {gen = gen, p = p} in
if r0 ·p = nil then λr1.0
else λr1.(λr2.hd (r0 ·p))(r1) + r1 ·x× (r0 ·gen(tl r0 ·p))(r1)}

in (λr1.λx.let r1 = r1 with {x = x} in (r0 ·poly [4; 6; 2])r1){}

Using a record look-up allows for distinguishing variables with the same name in different stages.
The examples below illustrate such cases. Note how the occurrence of the variable y in stage 0 is
separated from the occurrence in stage 1.

Jλy.〈y + 8(y)〉K0 = λy.let r0 = r0 with {y = y} in (λr1.r1 ·y + (r0 ·y)(r1))

Jλy.〈λy. 8(y)〉K0 = λy.let r0 = r0 with {y = y} in (λr1.λy.let r1 = r1 with {y = y} in (r0 ·y)(r1))

Being able to translate staged expressions to record calculus expressions brings the question
of whether a record type system could be used to type-check staged expressions. This would be
desired because record type systems have been studied extensively and have grown mature. The
ultimate goal is to use the record type system to decide whether it is safe to execute a staged
expression. In particular, we want to be able to say “the staged expression e is type-safe if JeK
is type-safe.” In this paper we show that this is feasible; the record calculus gives a sound type
system for staged computation.

3 Type-Checking Program Generators

In this section we give an informal introduction to staged typing. Being one of the state-of-the-art
languages for program generation, we take λopenpoly [KYC06] as our starting point for a staged type
system. We show, by examples, how the type system works, and why an extension with pluggable
declarations and subtyping would be desired.

The λopenpoly type system gives program fragments a type of the form �(Γ . A) with the meaning
“the quoted expression will result in a value of type A if it is used in a context that provides the
environment Γ.” For instance, the fragment 〈x + 1〉 could be given the type �({x : int} . int):
in an environment that binds x to int, the fragment will result in a value of type int. Row
variables [Wan91, R9́4] are used as part of environments for flexibility and quantification. For
instance, the above fragment can be typed as �({x : int}ρ . int), which can be instantiated to
types like �({x : int, y : bool} . int) or �({x : int, z : int, w : bool} . int) allowing for usage in
more contexts. The function λc.〈letx = 1 in 8(c)〉 can be typed as �({x : int}ρ . α) → �(ρ . α)1

carrying the meaning that the argument of the function has to be a fragment that will receive an
environment that maps x to int. If the function is applied on 〈x + y〉, which could be typed to

1Technically row variables are kinded based on their domains [R9́4], and this type is really �({x : int}ρ{x} .α) →
�({x : θ}ρ{x} . α), where ρ{x} means that x is not in the domain of ρ, and θ is a “field variable” that stands for
a type or the absence of the binding. For brevity, we follow the notational convention used in [KYC06] and denote
{x : θ}ρ simply as ρ, and ρ{x} as ρ when the full notation can be inferred from the context.
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class LinkedLis t {
Object va lue ;
L inkedLis t next ;
int counter =0;

void add ( Object z ) {
counter++;
. . .

}
void r e v e r s e ( ) {

counter++;
. . .

}
. . .

}

Code genLib ( Code cf , Code c i ) {
return 〈

class LinkedLis t {
Object va lue ;
L inkedLis t next ;
8 ( c f )

void add ( Object z ) {
8 ( c i )
. . .

}
void r e v e r s e ( ) {

8 ( c i )
. . .

}
. . .

} 〉 ;
}

Figure 2: Writing a customizable library using program generation.

�({x : int, y : int}ρ′ . int), the application could be given the type �({y : int}ρ′′ . int). This
means that the result of the application should be used in a context that provides an integer value
bound to y. Note that the condition for x disappears from the type because the fragment itself
binds it to an integer.

We use the operator run(·) for bringing fragments to stage-0 and executing. Only “complete”
program fragments can be run. Therefore, λopenpoly allows running fragments only if they can be given
a type �(∅ . ...), which means they do not have any unbound variables. Fragments making other
assumptions about outer environments are not runnable.

Library Specialization

In [AK09], we gave a comparative study of several techniques addressing the “library specialization”
problem. One of the techniques is program generation. We now use this example to motivate two
extensions to the staged type system: pluggable declarations and subtyping.

Very briefly, the problem is this: Given a library with several features, how can we exclude
unneeded features so that the library becomes lightweight? The main motivation is to make the
library free of unnecessary fields so that its memory fingerprint becomes smaller. Program genera-
tion allows customizability of the library by making it possible to include/exclude feature-related
code fragments in the library. Take the linked-list class in Figure 2 with the “counter” feature that
counts the number of operations performed on the list object. To make the counter feature optional,
we can write the generator function genLib as shown in the same figure, that takes feature-related
code fragments as arguments (cf stands for “counter field”, ci stands for “counter increment”).

Invoking the genLib function with the arguments 〈int counter=0;〉 and 〈counter++;〉 would yield
a linked-list class with the counter feature included. Passing the empty-code arguments 〈〉 and
〈〉 produces a linked-list that does not contain the feature, relieving the class from carrying the
unneeded field and computation.
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Pluggable Declarations

A major motivation of the library specialization problem is to be able to exclude fields. Using
program generation to do this requires that the program generation language supports quoting
and filling in holes with declarations; we refer to this language feature as “pluggable declarations”.
In λopenpoly , only expressions can be quoted. In Section 9 we discuss how it can be extended with
pluggable declarations (the extension is actually a syntactic sugaring that could be expressed using
existing program generation facilities and higher-order functions).

Assume that λopenpoly provides the ability to quote declarations with the syntax 〈x = e〉, and
quoted declarations can be plugged into let-bindings using the syntax let 8(·) in e. Analogous to a
quoted expression, a quoted declaration is given a type ♦(Γ1 . Γ2) with the intuition that “the
declaration, when used in a context that provides the environment Γ1, will output the environment
Γ2.” For example, the declaration 〈x = y + 1〉 can be typed to ♦({y : int}ρ . {y : int, x : int}ρ).
The function λd.〈let 8(d) inx+ 1〉 can take the type ♦(ρ1 . {x : int}ρ2)→ �(ρ1 .int) which carries
the meaning that the declaration d should let through an environment that binds x to an int.

Assume also the existence of tuples and arithmetic operations (both would be straightforward
extensions). Then, a simple library generator could be abstracted out as below. Suppose for now
that the library class contains only one method, v stands for the field of the class, and we return a
single function to model the class. Again, cf stands for “counter field” and ci stands for “counter
increment”.

genLib = λcf. λci. 〈let v = 0 in
let 8(cf) in
(λz. 8(ci)...v + z)〉

We can give the following type to the generator above:

∀ρ1, ρ2, γ. ♦({v : int}ρ1 . {v : int}ρ2)→ �({v : int, z : int}ρ2 . γ)→ �(ρ1 . int→ int)

The return type of the generator is �(ρ1 .int→ int), which names the outermost environment
of the returned code fragment as ρ1. Then, inside the quoted fragment, a binding for v is made.
Hence, the incoming environment of cf is {v : int}ρ1. Because of the lambda abstraction, a
binding for z will be added to the environment that comes out of cf before it goes into ci. Also,
this environment has to contain a binding v:int because v is being used as an integer in the body
of the method. The type of genLib encapsulates all this information.

The function genLib can be applied on appropriate arguments to generate the desired code. One
such application2 is

genLib 〈cnt = ref 0〉 〈cnt:=!cnt + 1〉

Substituting ρ1 with ∅, ρ2 with {cnt : int ref }, and γ with int gives the type ♦({v : int} . {v :
int, cnt : int ref }) for the first parameter, and �({v : int, z : int, cnt : int ref } . int) for the
second parameter of the function. Note that actual arguments have these types as well. The result
of the application has type �(∅ . int→ int), which is runnable.

Another possible application of the generator is genLib 〈〉 〈0〉, which stands for the case when
the feature is excluded. This application results in another runnable code value with the same

2This example contains references. We do not include references initially in the formal presentation. References
are added later in Section 10.
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type �(∅ . int → int). If the generator is applied as genLib 〈〉 〈cnt:=!cnt + 1〉 the type is
�({cnt : int ref }ρ . int→ int). Since the input environment of this type is not empty, the type
system does not allow evaluation of the code value via run(·).

Subtyping

We now slightly modify the library generator example to illustrate the need for the second extension:
subtyping. Suppose now the library that will be generated contains two base methods, and hence
two uses of ci.

genLib = λcf. λci. 〈let v = 0 in
let 8(cf) in
(λz. 8(ci)...v + z),
(λy. 8(ci)...y× v)〉

The environment that goes into the first antiquoted ci is {v : int, z : int, y : θ1}ρ2. However,
the incoming environment of the second use is {v : int, z : θ2, y : int}ρ2. Had we the chance to give
a polymorphic type to ci such as ∀ρ.�({cnt : int ref }ρ . int), we could instantiate appropriately
for the two different uses above. However, because ci is an argument of the generator function, it
cannot be used polymorphically (unless we enter the dangerous waters of undecidability and use
higher-rank polymorphism); every occurrence of ci has to assume the same type. Since the type
system has to be conservative because of the possibility that ci may include y or z as a free variable,
the derived type for the generator would be

∀ρ1, ρ2, γ. ♦({v : int}ρ1 . {v : int, y : int, z : int}ρ2)→ �({v : int, y : int, z : int}ρ2 . γ)
→ �(ρ1 . (int→ int) ∗ (int→ int))

In this type, the incoming environments of both uses of ci are {v : int, y : int, z : int}ρ2, which
match exactly the expected environment of ci, as would be required by the type system. However,
now an application of the generator that used to be runnable (e.g. genLib 〈〉 〈0〉) gets the type
�({y : int, z : int}ρ . ...) — not a runnable type.

Subtyping can get around this problem. We do not have to feed a code fragment with the exact
environment that it expects. We can provide a richer environment that still satisfies the fragment’s
expectations. Take 〈x + 1〉 with the type �({x : int} . int). It is safe to use this fragment in
the environment {x : int}, or in {x : int, y : bool}, or in {x : int, w : bool, k : int → int}.
As long as the environment provides {x : int} we are fine. This is where subtyping comes into
play. Recall that for the above example, the environment that goes into the first antiquoted ci is
{v : int, z : int, y : θ1}ρ2, and the second use is {v : int, z : θ2, y : int}ρ2. If we give ci the type
{v : int}ρ2, using the properties

{v : int, z : int, y : θ1}ρ2<:{v : int}ρ2

{v : int, z : θ2, y : int}ρ2<:{v : int}ρ2

we can successfully obtain a runnable type as expected. We give in Section 8 more details of
subtyping and show how Pottier’s subtyping constraints [Pot00] can be used to solve the problem.
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x ∈ V ar
c ∈ Constant
e ∈ Exp ::= c | x | λx.e | λ∗x.e | fix f(x). e | e e | letx = e in e

| 〈e〉 | 8(e) | run(e) | lift(e)

Figure 3: Syntax of λgenpoly.

4 Staged Language

In this section we give the formal definition of the staged language we use. The language is defined
based on λopenpoly [KYC06] — an ML-like language that supports program generation with freely-
open fragments, references, let-polymorphism, and variable hygiene. For the moment we exclude
references and open3, but add a fix-point operator to have recursion, and call this language with
core program generation facilities as λgenpoly. The syntax of the language is given in Figure 3. λ∗ is
the hygienic variable binding; it uniquely renames the bound variable to avoid capturing a variable
after a fragment in plugged in the scope of the binding. lift(·) raises a value to the next stage.
Extension of the language with references and pluggable declarations is discussed later.

We use the syntax 〈·〉 for quotation (box in λopenpoly ), and 8(·) for antiquotation (unbox1 in λopenpoly ). A
quotation denotes a computation in the next stage whereas an antiquotation denotes a computation
in the previous stage. There is no multi-stage antiquotation like λopenpoly ’s unboxk. This can be achieved
by nesting antiquotations k times. We use run(·), instead of λopenpoly ’s unbox0 to evaluate code values.

Definition 4.1. The depth of an expression e is the maximum number of nested antiquotations in
e that are not enclosed by quotations.

Definition 4.2. An expression e is a stage-n expression if the depth of e is less than or equal to
n. This also means that a stage-n expression is also a stage-n+ 1 expression.

4.1 Operational Semantics

Despite the large number of different program generation languages, their dynamic semantics for the
core program generation constructs are almost the same. Definitions of operational semantics can
be found in [CMT04, DP96, KKcS08, KYC06, MTBS99, Rhi05]. A big-step operational semantics
of λopenpoly is given in [KYC06]. We choose to present a small-step semantics of λgenpoly, adapted from
[Rhi05]. The values are given in Figure 4 and the reduction rules in Figure 5. Having added
recursion to the language, small-step semantics serves better when reasoning about non-terminating
reductions.

Definition 4.3. Staged renaming [xn m7→ z]e replaces with z the occurrences of the stage-n variable
x in the stage-m expression e. Staged renaming is used in operations regarding λ∗. The definition
of staged renaming is in [KYC06].

3open is a syntax-directed subtyping operator restricted to closed fragments. Our extension with subtyping,
discussed later in the paper, subsumes open.
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vn ∈ V aln
V al0 ::= c | λx.e | fix f(x). e | 〈v1〉
V aln+1 ::= c | x | λx.vn+1 | fix f(x). vn+1 | vn+1vn+1

| 〈vn+2〉 | lift(vn+1) | run(vn+1) | letx = vn+1 in vn+1

| 8(vn) (if n > 0)

Figure 4: The definition of values in λgenpoly.

ESABS
e −→n+1 e

′

λx.e −→n+1 λx.e
′

ESSYM z is fresh
λ∗x.e −→n λz.[xn

n7→ z]e

ESFIX
e −→n+1 e

′

fix f(x). e −→n+1 fix f(x). e′

ESAPP
e1 −→n e

′
1

e1e2 −→n e
′
1e2

e1 ∈ V aln e2 −→n e
′
2

e1e2 −→n e1e
′
2

e2 ∈ V al0
(λx.e)e2 −→0 e[x\e2]0

e2 ∈ V al0
(fix f(x). e)e2 −→0 e[f\fix f(x). e]0[x\e2]0

ESLET
e1 −→n e

′
1

letx = e1 in e2 −→n letx = e′1 in e2

e1 ∈ V al0
letx = e1 in e2 −→0 e2[x\e1]0

e1 ∈ V aln+1 e2 −→n+1 e
′
2

letx = e1 in e2 −→n+1 letx = e1 in e′2

ESBOX
e −→n+1 e

′

〈e〉 −→n 〈e′〉

ESUBOX e −→n e
′

8(e) −→n+1
8(e′)

e ∈ V al1
8(〈e〉) −→1 e

ESRUN e −→n e
′

run(e) −→n run(e′)
e ∈ V al1

run(〈e〉) −→0 e

ESLIFT e −→n e
′

lift(e) −→n lift(e′)
e ∈ V al0

lift(e) −→0 〈e〉

Figure 5: The small-step semantics of λgenpoly.

FV n(c) = ∅
FV 0(x) = {x}

FV n+1(x) = ∅
FV 0(λx.e) =FV 0(e) \ {x}

FV n+1(λx.e) =FV n+1(e)
FV n(λ∗x.e) =FV n(λx.e)
FV n(〈e〉) =FV n+1(e)

FV n+1( 8(e)) =FV n(e)

FV n(e1e2) =FV n(e1) ∪ FV n(e2)
FV 0(letx = e1 in e2) =FV 0(e1) ∪ (FV 0(e2) \ {x})

FV n+1(letx = e1 in e2) =FV n+1(e1) ∪ FV n+1(e2)
FV 0(fix f(x). e) =FV 0(e) \ {f, x}

FV n+1(fix f(x). e) =FV n+1(e)
FV n(run(e)) =FV n(e)
FV n(lift(e)) =FV n(e)

Figure 6: Finding the stage-0 free variables of λgenpoly expression.
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c[x\e]n = c
x[x\e]0 = e
y[x\e]0 = y, if y 6= x

y[x\e]n+1 = y
(λx.e)[x\e′]0 = λx.e
(λy.e)[x\e′]0 = λz.e[y\z]0[x\e′]0

where z is fresh and y 6= x
(λy.e)[x\e′]n+1 = λy.e[x\e′]n+1

(λ∗x.e)[x\e′]0 = λ∗x.e
(λ∗y.e)[x\e′]0 = λ∗z.e[y\z]0[x\e′]0

where z is fresh and y 6= x
(λ∗y.e)[x\e′]n+1 = λ∗y.e[x\e′]n+1

(fix f(y). e)[x\e′]n = similar to abstraction
(e1e2)[x\e]n = e1[x\e]n e2[x\e]n

(letx = e1 in e2)[x\e]0 = letx = e1[x\e]0 in e2

(let y = e1 in e2)[x\e]0 = let z = e1[x\e]0 in e2[y\z]0[x\e]0
where z is fresh and y 6= x

(let y = e1 in e2)[x\e]n+1 = let y = e1[x\e]n+1 in e2[x\e]n+1

〈e〉[x\e′]n = 〈e[x\e′]n+1〉
8(e)[x\e′]n+1 = 8(e[x\e′]n)
run(e)[x\e′]n = run(e[x\e′]n)
lift(e)[x\e′]n = lift(e[x\e′]n)

Figure 7: Staged substitution.

4.2 Auxiliary Definitions

In this section we give definitions of how to find free variables and how to do substitution in a
staged expression.

Definition 4.4. The free variables of a staged expression are the free variables at stage 0. The
definition is in Figure 6.

Definition 4.5. Substitution in a staged expression replaces variables at stage-0 and is defined in
Figure 7.

4.3 Type System

We give the λgenpoly type system, adapted from λopenpoly [KYC06]. The definition of types is given in
Figure 8; typing rules are in Figure 9. A type can be one of (i) a type variable α, (ii) a constant
type ι, (iii) a function type A→ B, or (iv) a box-type �(Γ .A). Code values type to box-types. A
box-type �(Γ . A) has the meaning “the fragment will result in a value of type A if it is evaluated
in a context that provides the environment Γ.” The fields in an environment Γ can be one of (i) a
type A, (ii) Abs, denoting the absence of the binding for that particular field, or, (iii) a field variable
θ. In a judgment ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : A, the typing environment ∆i stands for the environment of
stage i. Quotations and antiquotations add or remove new typing environments.

11
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For all the typing rules, the difference from λopenpoly is that, due to the absence of references,

there is no store typing that is being threaded through a proof tree. The TSLET rule, additionally,
does not distinguish between expansive and non-expansive expressions. The soundness of this type
system with respect to the operational semantics is given in [KYC06].

Definition 4.6. A substitution ϕ is a partial function from type system variables to types. We
extend the definition of a substitution to apply on a compound object in the obvious way.

We assume that all substitutions respect domains of variables. That is, a type variable α is
mapped to an A ∈ SType; an environment variable ρ is mapped to a Γ ∈ SEnv; and a field
variable θ is mapped to an F ∈ SField. Hence, ϕA ∈ SType for any A; ϕΓ ∈ SEnv for any Γ; and
ϕF ∈ SField for any F .

Definition 4.7 (Instantiation). A type A is an instance of a type scheme ∀~ψ.A′, written A ≺ ∀~ψ.A′,
if and only if there is a substitution ϕ with domain ~ψ such that ϕA′ = A.

A type scheme σ is more general than a type scheme σ′, denoted σ′ ≺ σ with a slight abuse of
notation, if and only if A ≺ σ for any A ≺ σ′.

Environment instantiation, overloading ≺, is defined as follows:

{xi : Fi}m1 ≺ {xi : µi}m1 ⇐⇒ Fi ≺ µi for any i ∈ [1..m]
{xi : Fi}m1 ρ ≺ {xi : µi}m1 ρ ⇐⇒ Fi ≺ µi for any i ∈ [1..m]

5 Record Language

Let λrecpoly be a record calculus with the exception that the record and non-record variables are
disjoint. Records are mappings from labels to values. The syntax of λrecpoly is given in Figure 10.
The record operations are (1) record update via the with operator, (2) accessing a value in a record
using the label, and (3) the empty record.

Definition 5.1. We use the shorter notation {a1 = e1, a2 = e2, . . . , am = em} for the expression
{}with {a1 = e1}with {a2 = e2} . . . with {am = em}.

5.1 Operational Semantics

We give operational semantics of the record calculus using unrestricted reductions. We will give call-
by-value semantics when we introduce references into the language. The reductions are performed
according to the following rules.

(λw.e1)e2 −→β e1[w\e2]
letw = e1 in e2 −→β e2[w\e1]

(e2 with {a1 = e1})·a2 −→β e2 ·a2 if a1 6= a2

(e2 with {a = e1})·a −→β e1

ewith {a1 = e1}with {a2 = e2} −→β ewith {a2 = e2}with {a1 = e1} if a1 6= a2

ewith {a = e1}with {a = e2} −→β ewith {a = e2}

A reduction is a congruence relation. That is, if an expression e1 is inside a context C[ ] and
e1 −→β e2, then C[e1] −→β C[e2].

12
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α, β ∈ STyV ar
A,B ∈ SType ::= α | ι | A→ B | �(Γ . A)
θ ∈ SFieldV ar
F ∈ SField ::= A | Abs | θ
ρ ∈ SEnvV ar
Γ ∈ SEnv = V ar ⇀ SField

::= {xi : Fi}m1 | {xi : Fi}m1 ρ
ψ ∈ SEnvV ar⊕SFieldV ar
σ ∈ STyScheme ::= ∀ψ.σ | A
µ ∈ SFieldScheme ::= σ | Abs
∆ ∈ STySchemeEnv = V ar ⇀ SFieldScheme

::= {xi : µi}m1 | {xi : µi}m1 ρ

Figure 8: The definition of types in λgenpoly.

TSCON ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ c : ι

TSVAR
A ≺ ∆n(x)

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ x : A

TSABS
∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A} S̀ e : B
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ λx.e : A→ B

TSSYM
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ λz.[x

n n7→ z]e : A z is fresh
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ λ

∗x.e : A

TSFIX
∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{f : A→ B, x : A} S̀ e : B

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ fix f(x). e : A→ B

TSAPP
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1 : A→ B ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e2 : A

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1e2 : B

TSLET
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1 : A ∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : GENA(∆0, · · · ,∆n)} S̀ e2 : B

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ letx = e1 in e2 : B

TSBOX
∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ S̀ e : A

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ 〈e〉 : �(Γ . A)

TSUNBOX
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : �(Γ . A) Γ ≺ ∆n+1

∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1 S̀

8(e) : A

TSRUN
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : �(∅ . A)

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ run(e) : A

TSLIFT
∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : A

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ lift(e) : �(Γ . A)

Figure 9: The λopenpoly [KYC06] type system rules adapted for λgenpoly– a language with core program
generation facilities, recursion, and no references.
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x ∈ V ar
a ∈ Label = V ar
r ∈ RV ar
w, f ∈ Name = V ar∪RV ar
c ∈ Constant
e ∈ RExp ::= c | w | λw.e | fix f(x). e | e e | letw = e in e

| {} | ewith {a = e} | e·a

Figure 10: Record calculus syntax.

α, β ∈ RLegTyV ar
A,B ∈ RLegType ::= α | ι | T → A
T ∈ RType ::= A | Γ
θ ∈ RFieldV ar
F ∈ RField ::= A | Abs | θ
ρ ∈ RRecV ar
Γ ∈ RRec = Label ⇀ RField

::= {ai : Fi}m1 | {ai : Fi}m1 ρ
ψ ∈ RTyV ar⊕RRecV ar⊕RFieldV ar
σ ∈ RTyScheme ::= ∀ψ.σ | T
∆ ∈ RTySchemeEnv = Name ⇀ RTyScheme

Figure 11: The definition of types in the record calculus.

5.2 Auxiliary Definitions

Definition 5.2. The free variables of a record calculus expression are defined as follows.

FV (c)=∅
FV (w)={w}

FV (λw.e)=FV (e) \ {w}
FV (fix f(x). e)=FV (e) \ {f, x}

FV (e1e2)=FV (e1) ∪ FV (e2)

FV (letw = e1 in e2)=FV (e1) ∪ (FV (e2) \ {w})
FV ({})=∅

FV (e1 with {a = e2})=FV (e1) ∪ FV (e2)
FV (e·a)=FV (e)

5.3 Type System

The definition of types and other objects is in Figure 11; typing rules are in Figure 12. This record
type system is not completely standard. One can notice that (1) we distinguish between record
variables and non-record variables, (2) the grammar of types does not allow construction of certain
types that would normally be allowed in a standard record calculus; in particular, we want to avoid
having types of the form T → Γ. These restrictions are needed to make the type system sound with
respect to the staged semantics. The essence of the problem comes from the fact that a quoted
expression is translated to a function. Let us now illustrate with examples how these restrictions
help:

• Why should record variables be separated from non-record variables?
Consider the expression 〈42〉 2. This is ill-typed because a quoted expression is being used as

14
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TRCON ∆ R̀ c : ι

TRVAR
A ≺ ∆(x)
∆ R̀ x : A

Γ ≺ ∆(r)
∆ R̀ r : Γ

TRABS
∆<+{x : A} R̀ e : B
∆ R̀ λx.e : A→ B

∆<+{r : Γ} R̀ e : B
∆ R̀ λr.e : Γ→ B

TRFIX
∆<+{f : A→ B, x : A} R̀ e : B

∆ R̀ fix f(x). e : A→ B

TRAPP
∆ R̀ e1 : T → B ∆ R̀ e2 : T

∆ R̀ e1e2 : B

TRLET

∆ R̀ e1 : A
∆<+{x : GENA(∆)} R̀ e2 : B

∆ R̀ letx = e1 in e2 : B

∆ R̀ e1 : Γ
∆<+{r : GENΓ(∆)} R̀ e2 : B

∆ R̀ let r = e1 in e2 : B

TRACC
∆ R̀ e : Γ Γ(a) = A

∆ R̀ e·a : A

TREMPTY ∆ R̀ {} : ∅

TRUPD
∆ R̀ e1 : Γ ∆ R̀ e2 : A

∆ R̀ e1 with {a = e2} : Γ<+{a : A}

Figure 12: The type system of the record calculus.

a function. The translation of this expression at stage 0 is (λr1.42)2. If we do not distinguish
record variables, the lambda abstraction in the translation can be given the type int→ int,
meaning that (λr1.42)2 would pass the type-checker. This is certainly not wanted. Restricting
record variables to record types prevents this kind of failure.

For similar reasons, non-record variables should be restricted to non-record types. An ill-
typed staged expression whose translation would otherwise pass the record type system is
(λx.〈42〉x). Assigning a record type to the variable x would yield a valid type if non-record
variables are not restricted to non-record types.

• Why should types in the form T → Γ not be allowed?
Restricting non-record variables to non-record types is not sufficient. A quoted expression is
translated to a function, but we want to apply this function only when filling in a hole or
running the expression. Other applications should not be allowed. If types of the form T → Γ
could be constructed, we could create an expression which results in the type Γ, and could
feed this type to the lambda abstraction that represents the quoted expression. Consider
the expression (λx.λy.〈42〉 (x y)). Assigning the type int → ∅ to x and the type int to y
would yield a valid type for the translation of this expression, which is ill-typed in the staged
semantics.

The record type system enjoys the following (standard) definitions and lemmas.

Definition 5.3.
GENT (∆) = ∀~ψ.T where ~ψ = FV (T ) \ FV (∆)

Definition 5.4. A substitution ϕ is a partial function from type system variables to types. We
extend the definition of a substitution to apply on a compound object in the obvious way.

We assume that all substitutions respect domains of variables. That is, a type variable α is
mapped to an A ∈ RLegType; a record variable ρ is mapped to a Γ ∈ RRec; and a field variable
θ is mapped to an F ∈ RField. Hence, ϕA ∈ RLegType for any A; ϕΓ ∈ RRec for any Γ; and
ϕF ∈ RField for any F .
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Definition 5.5 (Instantiation). A type T is an instance of a type scheme ∀~ψ.T ′, written T ≺ ∀~ψ.T ′,
if and only if there is a substitution ϕ with domain ~ψ such that ϕT ′ = T .

A type scheme σ is more general than a type scheme σ′, denoted σ′ ≺ σ with a slight abuse of
the notation, if and only if T ≺ σ for any T ≺ σ′.

The record calculus satisfies the standard lemmas such as Weakening/Strengthening, Substitu-
tion, Generalization, Preservation, and Progress.

6 Transformation

In this section we provide the definition of a translation, J·KR0,...,Rn , from λgenpoly expressions to
λrecpoly. This is an improved version of the initial translation given in Figure 1. We do not use
that original translation because the improved version provides a more useful result about the
relation between staged and record operational semantics as well as making some of the proofs less
complicated. Consider the expression 〈λx.x+ y〉. This would be translated by the first translation
to (λr1.λx.let r1 = r1 with {x = x} in r1·x+r1·y). Obviously, we could as well translate the expression
to (λr1.λx.x + r1 ·y), which gives the same meaning. We do not need to look up a variable in a
record if the variable already exists in the scope. The new translation does that. However, we
need to be careful about variables with the same name that occur in different stages, because when
the quotations are removed, a higher-stage binding may capture a lower stage variable. Take the
expression (λy.〈λy. 8(y) + y〉). It is wrong to simply translate it to (λy.λr1.λy.y(r1) + y). It should
rather be translated to (λz.λr1.λw.z(r1) + w), which preserves the meaning. For this purpose, we
use “renaming environments”, denoted by the subscript R0, . . . , Rn, where Ri carries the variables
bound so far at stage i. It maps them to fresh names so that we can replace a variable avoiding
any unintentional capture.

Definition 6.1 (Renaming environment). A renaming environment R is defined as follows.

R ∈ RenamingEnv ::= {} | r | Rwith {x = y}

A renaming environment defines a function from variables to record expressions:

(Rwith {x = y})(x) = y

(Rwith {z = y})(x) = R(x) if x 6= z

r(x) = r·x
{}(x) = error

The domain of a renaming environment is the set of variables for which there are explicit mappings:

dom(Rwith {x = y}) = dom(R) ∪ {x}
dom(r) = {}
dom({}) = {}

Throughout this paper, we assume that free variables in a renaming environment are unique.
That is, for any renaming environment sequence R0, . . . , Rn in JeKR0,...,Rn we have

(i) z 6∈ FV (R′i) ∪ FV n(e) for any Ri = R′i with {x = z}
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JcKR0,...,Rn = c

JxKR0,...,Rn = Rn(x)

Jλx.eKR0,...,Rn = λz. JeKR0,...,Rn with {x=z} where z is fresh

Jλ∗x.eKR0,...,Rn = Jλz.[xn n7→ z]eKR0,...,Rn where z is fresh

Jfix f(x). eKR0,...,Rn = fix g(z). JeKR0,...,Rn with {f=g,x=z} where g, z are fresh

Je1e2KR0,...,Rn = Je1KR0,...,RnJe2KR0,...,Rn

Jletx = e1 in e2KR0,...,Rn = let z = Je1KR0,...,Rn in Je2KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} where z is fresh

J〈e〉KR0,...,Rn = λr. JeKR0,...,Rn,r where r is fresh

J 8(e)KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 = (JeKR0,...,Rn)Rn+1

Jrun(e)KR0,...,Rn = (JeKR0,...,Rn){}
Jlift(e)KR0,...,Rn = λr. JeKR0,...,Rn where r is fresh

Figure 13: Transformation from λgenpoly expressions to λrecpoly.

(ii) FV (Ri) ∩ FV (Rj) = ∅ if i 6= j

Note that these conditions are preserved by the transformation. Also, in order to reduce notational
clutter, we assume that the record variable in Rn is rn.

6.1 Type Transformation

The translation in Figure 14 converts objects in the λgenpoly type system to objects in the record
calculus.

Lemma 6.2 (Type translation is well-defined). Let A be a λgenpoly type. Then JAK ∈ RLegType.
Similarly, JΓK ∈ RRec, for any Γ. Furthermore, for any B′ ∈ RLegType, there exists a unique
λgenpoly type B such that JBK = B′. Similarly, for any Γ′ ∈ RType, there exists a unique Γ such that
JΓK = Γ′. Therefore, J·K for types is reversible (i.e. is a bijection).

Proof. Straightforward.

7 Relation Between Staged Programming and Record Calculus

In this section we provide formal properties about the relation between staged computation and
the record calculus. We show that the record type system can be used as a sound type system
for staged programming, and this type system is as powerful as the λopenpoly [KYC06] type system.
Although our focus is on typing, we first begin with the theorem which states that evaluating a
staged expression in the staged semantics is equivalent to evaluating the expression’s translation
in the record semantics. In addition to showing the close relation between staged computation
and record calculus, this theorem’s real value comes into play when proving that the record type
system preserves types with respect to staged semantics. The relation between the two operational
semantics gives the preservation property for free.
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core(Abs) = Abs

core(∀~ψ.A) = A

JιK = ι

JψK = ψ

JA→ BK = JAK→ JBK

J�(Γ . A)K = JΓK→ JAK

JAbsK = Abs

J∀ψ.σK = ∀ψ.JσK

J{x1 : µ1, . . . , xm : µm}ρK = ∀~ψ.{x1 : Jcore(µ1)K, . . . , xm : Jcore(µm)K}ρ
where ~ψ = BV (µ1) ∪ . . . ∪BV (µ2), and BV (µ1) . . . BV (µ2) are
distinct from each other and free variables.

J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn ={r0 : J∆0K, . . . , rn : J∆nK}<+
{z : J∆0(x)K | x ∈ dom(R0) ∧ z = R0(x)}<+ . . . <+
{z : J∆n(x)K | x ∈ dom(Rn) ∧ z = Rn(x)}

Figure 14: Translating λgenpoly types to record calculus types.

Theorem 7.1 (Operational Equivalence). Let e1 be a stage-n λgenpoly expression such that
FV n(e1) = ∅. If e1 −→n e2, then Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

−→∗β Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
.

Proof. By structural induction on e1, based on the last applied reduction rule.

We now show that the record type system can be used as a sound type system for the staged
language. We follow the standard approach of splitting the soundness into two: preservation and
progress. Preservation comes for free as a result of Theorem 7.1. Progress is explicitly proved.

Later in this section we also prove that the record calculus forms a type system equal to
λopenpoly . This result suffices to prove soundness of the record type system with respect to staged
semantics (because λopenpoly is proven to be sound [KYC06]). However, we prefer to prove soundness
via preservation and progress because this would be the approach to take if a variant of a record
type system is used for which there is no equal staged type system known. And in fact this is
exactly the case for the type system with subtyping (see Section 8).

Theorem 7.2 (Preservation). Let e1 be a stage-n λgenpoly expression such that FV n(e) = ∅ (i.e.
e1 does not have any stage-0 free variables). If ∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

: A and e1 −→n e2, then
∆ R̀ Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

: A.

Proof. By Theorem 7.1 we have Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
−→∗β Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

. By the Preservation property
of the record type system with respect to the record semantics, we have ∆ R̀ Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

: A.

Lemma 7.3. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. If ∆ R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn : T , then T ∈ RLegType.

Proof. By a straightforward case analysis.
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Theorem 7.4 (Progress). Let e1 be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. If ∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

: A, then
either e1 ∈ V aln or there exists e2 such that e1 −→n e2.

Proof. By structural induction on e1. Lemma 7.3 forms a key part in the proof.

Theorem 7.5 (Soundness). Let e1 be a stage-0 λgenpoly expression. If ∅ R̀ Je1K{} : A, then either
e1 ⇑, or there exists e2 ∈ V al0 such that e1 −→∗0 e2 and ∅ R̀ Je2K{} : A.

Proof. Follows from Theorems 7.2 and 7.4.

We finally show that the record calculus provides a type system that is the same as λopenpoly [KYC06].
This result is important because it shows the power of the type system we obtain via record calcu-
lus. Proving only soundness is not sufficient for usefulness — a type system that rejects everything
is also sound.

Theorem 7.6. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly program. Then

∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : A ⇐⇒ J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn : JAK

Proof. By structural induction on e.

8 Extending λgenpoly with Subtyping

In Section 3 we showed using the library specialization problem why subtyping is needed. In this
section we give more details about the need and use of subtyping. We then discuss the existing
literature that provides a record type system with subtyping. We finally relate the subtyped
record calculus to staged semantics. To distinguish subtyping between record fields from subtyping
between types, we use the notation of Rémy [R9́4] in this section. Existing bindings are denoted
as Pre A, whereas absence is still Abs.

8.1 Power of Subtyping

A simplification of the library specialization example from Section 3 — assuming the existence of
tuples — is the function

λc.〈letx = 1 in 8(c), let y = 1 in 8(c)〉

Let us call this function G. The best type that λopenpoly can give to G is

�({x : Pre int, y : Pre int}ρ . α)→ �({x : Pre int, y : Pre, int}ρ . α ∗ α)

Even though this type is sound, it is not satisfactory. Let us now examine through two examples
why this type does not suffice and what the ideal type would look like.

• Suppose G is applied on 〈0〉. The result of the application would be 〈letx = 1 in 0, let y =
1 in 0〉. This fragment does not require any variables from outside; hence it is runnable.
Its type ideally would be �(ρ . int ∗ int). However, the λopenpoly type for the application is
�({x : Pre int, y : Pre int}ρ . int ∗ int), which makes unnecessary requirements for x and
y, and does not allow us to run() the value.
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• SupposeG is applied on 〈x+1〉. The result of the application would be 〈letx = 1 inx+1, let y =

1 inx+1〉. This fragment requires x to come as an integer value from outside, but imposes no
requirements for y. Hence its type ideally would be �({x : Pre int}ρ . int ∗ int). However,
the λopenpoly type for the application is again �({x : Pre int, y : Pre int}ρ . int ∗ int) which
makes an unnecessary requirement for y similar to the case above.

In summary, we want the type system to not result in code types that put unnecessary re-
quirement on the outer environment. λopenpoly does not satisfy this. The technical reason is that c is
a parameter of a function and in the Hindley/Milner style let-polymorphism function parameters
cannot be given polymorphic types because type checking and inference then becomes undecidable
[Wel94, Jim96]. Otherwise we could give a more general type to c and instantiate it accordingly
for the two different uses. Because we cannot use a polymorphic type, different uses of the variable
have to have the exact same type, resulting in unneeded requirements. This is where subtyping
becomes very handy: We can loosen the condition that different uses must have the same type.
Suppose c has the type �(Γ . int). As long as the context of an antiquotation of c provides the
contents of Γ, we are fine; there is no harm in providing c with a richer environment than it needs.
Suppose also that the outer environment of the fragment 〈letx = 1 in 8(c), let y = 1 in 8(c)〉 is Γ′.
The environment that goes into the first antiquotation of c is Γ′<+{x : Pre int} and the second is
Γ′<+{y : Pre int}. We want these environment to “satisfy” Γ. That is, we want

Γ′<+{x : Pre int} <: Γ and Γ′<+{y : Pre int} <: Γ

Recall that the environments are nothing but records. Therefore this relation is simply record
subtyping [Pie02]: Γ1 is a subtype of Γ2 if Γ1(z) is a subtype of Γ2(z) for all z ∈ dom(Γ2) (thus,
PreA <: Abs). Because x and y are critical variables, let us write Γ′ as {x : θ1, y : θ2}ρ where
the field variable θi means either absence of the binding or presence of a type. Then, we want Γ
to be the least upper bound (lub) of {x : Pre int, y : θ2}ρ and {x : θ1, y : Pre int}ρ in the record
subtyping lattice. This lub value is {x : θ1, y : θ2}ρ with the condition that Pre int <: θ1 and
Pre int <: θ2. So, we can give G the type

�({x : θ1, y : θ2}ρ . α)→ �({x : θ1, y : θ2}ρ . α ∗ α) where Pre int <: θ1 and Pre int <: θ2

Let us now check if this type can fulfill our needs.

• Suppose G is applied on 〈0〉. The operand has no requirements for x or y. Therefore we can
set θ1 = Abs and θ2 = Abs. This satisfies the constraints of the type because Pre int <: Abs
and results in �({x : Abs, y : Abs}ρ.int∗int): a runnable type (simply instantiate ρ with ∅
and note that Abs stands for the absence of the binding). This is a desired type as mentioned
before.

• Suppose G is applied on 〈x+1〉. The operand requires x to come from the outer environment
as an integer and has no requirements for y. Therefore we can set θ1 = Pre int and θ2 = Abs.
This satisfies the constraints of the type because Pre int <: Pre int and Pre int <: Abs,
resulting in �({x : Pre int, y : Abs}ρ . int ∗ int). Again, a desired type for the application.

To check that the type is sound, suppose we apply G on a fragment that requires y to be a boolean
value such as 〈y & false〉. This would set θ2 to Pre bool. The application would result in the
fragment 〈letx = 1 in y & false, let y = 1 in y & false〉 which clearly is type-incorrect and should be
rejected. With the substitution θ2 = Pre bool, the constraint Pre int <: θ2 fails because int is
not a subtype of bool. Hence the type system would reject the application as expected.
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8.2 Subtyped Record Calculus

Using a type with subtyping constraints works very well for our purposes. The question is, does
there exist any type system that could give us such types? The answer is, fortunately, yes. Odersky,
Sulzmann and Wehr define HM(X) [OSW99] which is a Hindler/Milner-style type system parame-
terized on a constraint system X. Given a constraint system that satisfies the requirements, HM(X)
can provide a type system with a principal type inference algorithm for free. Pottier defines SRC,
a constraint system that combines subtyping, records, and row variables [Pot00]. SRC is a sound
constraint system in the style of [OSW99], and yields the type system HM(SRC).

Taking advantage of the close relation between staged computation and record calculus, we can
use HM(SRC) to type-check staged expressions after translating them to the record calculus. The
translation is the same.

SRC is a very powerful constraint system; it is more powerful than we need. It provides
conditional constraints that handle the tricky record concatenation problem. We do not need
record concatenation. Handling record extension suffices in our context. So we ignore conditional
constraints. SRC is parameterized on a ground signature. Pottier defines a sample ground signature
in [Pot00] and uses the resulting system to obtain a type system that can type-check accurate
pattern matching, record concatenation and first-class messages using a single framework. We use
the same ground signature Pottier defines. Below are the modifications we need to make to the
definition of types in Figure 11. This definition is then fed into SRC to obtain a type system with
record subtyping and row variables. It is straightforward to check that these definitions preserve
the properties of the ground signature.

T ∈ RType ::= . . . | > | ⊥
F ∈ RField ::= . . . | bot

The modifications are straightforward. Pottier requires types to form a lattice where the smallest
and greatest elements are nullary. Therefore we add> and a⊥ to the types, and bot to the definition
of fields. The ordering between types is standard and the same as in [Pot00]; the left-hand-side
of a function type is contravariant, its right-hand-side and record types are covariant. Fields are
ordered as bot < PreA < Abs. Note that this ordering is simpler than Pottier’s, where Abs and
PreA are incomparable and have a common upper value, Either A. Pottier uses that ordering
again to handle the record concatenation problem. Because we do not need concatenation, a simple
chain ordering suffices.

HM(X) assumes core ML as the syntax of its language. New syntax can be treated as func-
tion applications where the functions are kept in a pervasive environment. In HM(SRC), record
operations have the following types.

{} : {}
·a : ∀α, ρ.{a : Preα}ρ→ α

with {a = } : ∀θ, α, ρ.{a : θ}ρ→ α→ {a : Preα}ρ

In the record language we distinguished record variables from regular variables in order to keep
the type system sound with respect to staged semantics. We need to do the same in HM(SRC).
We do not elaborate this issue since it is straightforward.

A question arises for the requirement of a lattice in the definition of types. Suppose f is a
function with two applications: f(1) and f(true). Let the input type of f be α. Type inference
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collects for α the constraints int <: α and bool <: α, which give α = > assuming a standard
flat lattice, and the type is accepted by the type system. However, this could be considered as an
ill-typed situation by many type systems. Even though Pottier requires types to form a lattice,
this is not a requirement for the soundness of the constraint system, but for the correctness of
constraint simplification algorithms which improve readability of constraints that are attached to
types. There are simplification algorithms that do not impose a lattice structure but are less
efficient than Pottier’s [Fre97, Reh98], as well as other record subtype systems that do not assume
lattices [EST95].

Nanevski [Nan02] defines a staged language where the type of a fragment contains the free
variables of the fragment, called the “support set”. A subtyping rule is defined, making it possible
to use a code fragment in a context that provides more variables than required. In other words,
subtyping loosens the support set of a code value. While this idea is very useful, it does not provide
a general solution to the subtyping problem we cover here, because a support set contains only the
names of the variables; no type information is stored. Hence, we can only reason about existence
or absence of a variable in the support set. On the other hand, Pottier’s subtyping constraints give
the ability to keep the types related to variables and also the subtyping relations between these
types. Therefore, Pottier’s system subsumes Nanevski’s definition of subtyping in our context.

8.3 Staged Semantics and Subtyped Record Calculus

Subtyping is about being able to replace a value of some type with another value of subtype without
sacrificing safety. We mentioned above that it is OK to supply a “richer” environment to a code
fragment than the environment it expects. Suppose the code fragment’s type is �(Γ . A) and it
is provided with the environment Γ′. Then, what we really want is that the �(Γ . A) behave like
�(Γ′ . A). That is

�(Γ . A) <: �(Γ′ . A)

Because Γ′ is richer than Γ, we have Γ′ <: Γ. This suggests that the subtyping relation for the
environment component of a �-type is contravariant. With a similar reasoning, it is easy to find
that the relation for the type part is covariant. So we have

Γ′ <: Γ A <: A′

�(Γ . A) <: �(Γ′ . A′)

Recall that �-types are translated to function types. That is, J�(Γ . A)K = JΓK → JAK, where
the left-hand-side type is contravariant and the right-hand-side is covariant [Pie02]. Therefore,
subtyping relations are preserved by the translation.

We can again use the record calculus type system to type-check staged expressions. The fol-
lowing state related properties. We first state that the record type system with subtyping is sound
with respect to staged semantics. This is done via Preservation and Progress again.

Theorem 8.1 (Preservation). Let e1 be a stage-n λgenpoly expression such that FV n(e) = ∅ (i.e. e1

does not have any stage-0 free variables). If e1 −→n e2 and Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
is typable in HM(SRC),

then Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
is also typable in HM(SRC) to the same type under same assumptions.

Proof. By Theorem 7.1 we have Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
−→∗β Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

. Because HM(SRC) is a sound
type system, it has the Preservation property. Therefore, Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

can be given the same type
of Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

.
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Theorem 8.2 (Progress). Let e1 be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. If Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

is typable in
HM(SRC), then either e1 ∈ V aln or there exists e2 such that e1 −→n e2.

Proof. Similar to Theorem 7.4, by reverse reasoning about the structure of types that a result of
the translation can get.

Theorem 8.3 (Soundness). HM(SRC) is a sound type system with respect to staged semantics.

Proof. By Theorems 8.1 and 8.2.

The theorem below says that anything typable in the λopenpoly type system is also typable in the
record calculus with subtyping. As illustrated by the library specialization example, subtyped
record calculus can type more expressions.

Theorem 8.4. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly program. If ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : A then in HM(SRC),
JeKR0,...,Rn is typable to JAK with no constraints under the environment J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn.

Proof. By Theorem 7.6, we have J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn : JAK. Because record calculus
with subtyping subsumes record calculus without subtyping, the same judgment holds in HM(SRC),
too.

We do not give a definition for a standalone staged type system that has subtyping. We leave
it as future work.

9 Extending λgenpoly with Pluggable Declarations

In this section we discuss how we can extend the staged language with pluggable declarations. We
list the necessary additions to the syntax, and static and dynamic semantics. We show that the
extension retains soundness of the staged type system. We then show pluggable declarations are
syntactic sugaring. We finally discuss how the translation into the record calculus is affected.

Necessary extensions to the syntax and semantics are shown in Figure 15. We refer to this
language as λdeclpoly.

9.1 Soundness of the λdeclpoly Type System

We now show that the new staged type system that handles pluggable declarations is sound. The
original staged type system, λgenpoly, was already proven sound in [KYC06]. We show that the
Preservation and Progress are still valid.

Theorem 9.1 (Preservation). Let e1 be a stage-n λdeclpoly expression. If ∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ e1 : A and
e1 −→n e2, then ∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ e2 : A.

Proof. By structural induction on e1.

Theorem 9.2 (Progress). Let e1 be a stage-n λdeclpoly expression. If ∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ e1 : A, then
either e1 ∈ V aln or there exists e2 such that e1 −→n e2.

Proof. By structural induction on e1.
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Syntax

Exp ::= . . . | 〈〉 | 〈x = e〉 | let 8(e) in e

Values

V al0 ::= . . . | 〈〉 | 〈x = v1〉
V aln+1 ::= . . . | 〈〉 | 〈x = vn+2〉

| let 8(vn) in vn+1 (if n > 0)

Operational Rules

ESDEC
e −→n+1 e

′

〈x = e〉 −→n 〈x = e′〉

ESLET2
e1 −→n e′1

let 8(e1) in e2 −→n+1 let 8(e′1) in e2
e1 ∈ V aln e2 −→n+1 e

′
2

let 8(e1) in e2 −→n+1 let 8(e1) in e′2
e1 ∈ V al1 e2 ∈ V al1

let 8(〈x = e1〉) in e2 −→1 letx = e1 in e2

e2 ∈ V al1
let 8(〈〉) in e2 −→1 e2

Types

SType ::= . . . | ♦(Γ . Γ′)

Typing Rules

TSEDEC ∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀
〈〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ)

TSDEC
∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀

e : A
∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀

〈x = e〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})

TSLET2

∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀
e1 : ♦(Γ . Γ′) Γ ≺ ∆n+1

∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ′ P̀
e2 : A

∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1 P̀
let 8(e1) in e2 : A

Other typing rules are copied from λgen
poly.

Other Definitions

FV n(〈x = e〉) = FV n+1(e)
FV n+1(let 8(e1) in e2) = FV n(e1) ∪ FV n+1(e2)

〈y = e〉[x\e′]n = 〈y = e[x\e′]n+1〉
(let 8(e1) in e2)[x\e′]n+1 = let 8(e1[x\e′]n) in e2[x\e′]n+1

〈x = e〉[ym n7→ z] = 〈x = e[ym n+17→ z]〉
(let 8(e1) in e2)[ym n+17→ z] = let 8(e1[ym n7→ z]) in e2[ym n+17→ z]

Figure 15: Extending λgenpoly with pluggable declarations. We refer to the resulting language as λdeclpoly.
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9.2 Pluggable Declarations are Syntactic Sugar

We now show that pluggable declarations are syntactic sugaring; what we can express using them
can already be expressed using the existing quotation/antiquotation mechanism.

First, define the following desugaring function, δ(·), from λdeclpoly expressions to λgenpoly expressions.
(Cases not shown simply recurse into subexpressions.)

δ(〈〉) = λy.〈 8(y)〉

δ(〈x = e〉) = (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e)〉

δ(let 8(e1) in e2) = 8(δ(e1) 〈δ(e2)〉)

Note that the desugaring function for the quoted declaration 〈x = e〉 produces a function application
where 〈δ(e)〉 is the operand. Not placing it inside the λ-abstraction allows for any antiquotations
to be evaluated, which would not be possible under the abstraction at stage-0.

Also define the desugaring function below from λdeclpoly types to λgenpoly types. Cases not shown
simply recurse into sub-components.

δ(♦(Γ1 . Γ2)) = �(δ(Γ2) . A)→ �(δ(Γ1) . A) for any type A.

The following theorem states that desugaring preserves operational semantics; evaluation of an
expression with pluggable declarations is equivalent to evaluating its desugared version.

Theorem 9.3. Let e1 be a λdeclpoly expressions such that e1 −→n e2. Then δ(e1) −→∗n δ(e2).

In addition to operational semantics, we also show that desugaring preserves typing. The
theorem below states that anything typable in λdeclpoly is also typable in λgenpoly after desugaring.

Theorem 9.4. ∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ e : A =⇒ δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ δ(e) : δ(A)

Proof. By structural induction on e.

Note that although the desugaring function δ(·) is surjective, it is not injective. This prevents
the desugaring from being reversible. This is the reason why the relation shown in Theorem 9.4 is
one-directional ( =⇒ ) instead of an if-and-only-if (⇐⇒ ) relation.

The properties shown in Theorems 9.3 and 9.4 mean that anything expressible using pluggable
declarations is also expressible using core program generation facilities (i.e. quotable expressions).
In other words, pluggable declarations do not bring extra expressive power. Despite this fact, they
are useful because they eliminate the need to use higher-order functions which may make a program
hard to understand and manipulate for programmers.

9.3 Translation into Record Calculus

The fact that a declaration is syntactically not an expression but that it becomes an expression
when quoted brings a problem in typing. We first explain the problem, then elaborate a solution.

Analogous to a quoted expression, the immediate idea is to represent a quoted declaration as a
function that takes in an environment as its input. As the output, the function produces another
environment. More concretely, the quoted declaration 〈x = e〉 at stage n would be translated to
the function λr.rwith {x = e′} where e′ is the translation of e. This function would have to be
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given a type of the form Γ1 → Γ2. However, this type cannot be constructed from the definition in
Figure 11 given for the record type system. Adding this type to the grammar of types introduces the
problems mentioned in Section 5.3. To overcome this problem, we can translate quoted declarations
to higher order functions just like desugaring. For instance, the declaration 〈x = 1〉 would first be
converted to λy.〈letx = 1 in 8(y)〉 and then translated to record calculus. However, this translation
brings another problem. Misuses of declarations as functions cannot be detected; e.g. 〈x = 1〉〈0〉
would pass the type checker. To overcome this problem, we add to the record language a special
variable and constant κ that has type κ. This constant and its type do not exist in the staged
language. We then extend the definition of record types as follows:

T ∈ RType ::= . . . | κ

The translation function is then extended with the following definitions.

J〈〉KR0,...,Rn = λκ.λy.λr. y(r)

J〈x = e〉KR0,...,Rn = λκ.λy.λr. let z = JeKR0,...,Rn,r in y(rwith {x = z}) where r, y, z are fresh.

Jlet 8(e1) in e2KR0,...,Rn+1 = (Je1KR0,...,Rn)κ (λr.Je2KR0,...,Rn,r)Rn+1 where r is fresh.

We now show that the record calculus provides a sound type system with respect to λdeclpoly oper-
ational semantics. Following the same approach we did for λgenpoly, we first state the theorem about
the relation between two operational semantics, which provides the preservation theorem for free.
This is followed by the progress theorem.

Theorem 9.5 (Operational Equivalence). Let e1 be a stage-n λdeclpoly expression such that
FV n(e1) = ∅. If e1 −→n e2, then Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

−→∗β Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
.

Proof. By structural induction on e1, based on the last applied reduction rule.

Theorem 9.6 (Preservation). Let e1 be a stage-n λdeclpoly expression. If ∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
: A and

e1 −→n e2, then ∆ R̀ Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
: A.

Proof. By the same proof method we used in Theorem 7.2: By Theorem 9.5 we have Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
−→∗β

Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
. By the Preservation property of the record type system with respect to the record

semantics, we have ∆ R̀ Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
: A.

Theorem 9.7 (Progress). Let e1 be a stage-n λdeclpoly expression. If ∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
: A, then

either e1 ∈ V aln or there exists e2 such that e1 −→n e2.

Proof. By structural induction on e.

Theorem 9.8 (Soundness). Let e1 be a stage-0 λdeclpoly expression. If ∅ R̀ Je1K{} : A, then either
e1 ⇑, or there exists e2 ∈ V al0 such that e1 −→∗0 e2 and ∅ R̀ Je2K{} : A.

Proof. Follows from Theorems 9.6 and 9.7.

We finally show that using the record type system to type-check λdeclpoly expression yields a type
system that is as powerful as the λdeclpoly type system. We first extend the definition of type translation:

J♦(Γ1 . Γ2)K = κ→ (JΓ2K→ B)→ (JΓ1K→ B) for any B
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Note that the first half of Lemma 6.2 still holds. That is, for any λdeclpoly type A, JAK ∈ RLegType.
However, the backwards direction, which says that for any A′ ∈ RLegType there exists a λgenpoly type
A such that JAK = A′, is no longer valid due to the extension of the type system with κ. Because of
this fact, the relation between λdeclpoly type system and record type system is no longer bi-directional
(i.e. not an iff relation). The relation we have now says that anything typable in λdeclpoly is also
typable in the record calculus. This property essentially means that record calculus provides a type
system as powerful as λdeclpoly, and is much more important than the other direction.

Theorem 9.9. Let e be a stage-n λdeclpoly program. Then

∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ e : A =⇒ J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn : JAK

Proof. By structural induction on e.

In conclusion, the record calculus provides a sound type system that is as powerful as λdeclpoly.

10 Extending λgenpoly with References

The translation that converts λgenpoly expressions to record calculus expressions does not preserve the
order of evaluation. In the staged semantics holes in a quoted fragment are evaluated first. However,
the translation converts a quoted expression to a lambda abstraction which would immediately
evaluate to a closure, giving the behavior that the holes would be evaluated only when the quoted
expression is “run”. Because we did not have any side-effects in the language (and because non-
termination is ignored by the type system due to undecidability), this difference in the order
of evaluation did not matter. The translation, however, would be problematic in the presence
of side effects. Consider the stage-0 expression 〈x + 8(ref 0; 〈1〉)〉. Its transformation would be
λr1.(r1 ·x+ (ref 0;λr.1)r1). Executing the staged expression evaluates the hole, which results in a
new memory allocation. On the other hand, its translation is a lambda-abstraction and immediately
evaluates to a closure without expanding the memory.

In this section we first add references to the record calculus and the staged language. We then
modify the translation to preserve the order of execution and show several formal properties. We
conclude with a discussion of how to handle pluggable declarations in the presence of references.

10.1 Adding References to the Staged and Record Calculi

The following syntax is added to the staged language. The resulting language is the same as
λopenpoly except open. The same syntax is added to the record calculus as well.

e ∈ Exp ::= . . . | ` | ref e | !e | e:=e
` ∈ Location

The operational semantics of λgenpoly is extended with references as shown in Figure 16. The
definitions of FV , FV n and substitution are extended straightforwardly. A similar extension to
the record calculus is in Figure 17.

An extension is also made to the staged type system as shown in Figure 18. This extension
requires a new reference type and a store typing to be added to the judgments.
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V al0 ::= . . . | `
V aln+1 ::= . . . | ` | ref vn+1 | !vn+1 | vn+1:=vn+1

S ∈ Store = Location ⇀ V al0

ESABS
S, e −→n+1 S ′, e′

S, λx.e −→n+1 S ′, λx.e′

ESSYM z is fresh
S, λ∗x.e −→n S, λz.[xn n7→ z]e

ESFIX
S, e −→n+1 S ′, e′

S, fix f(x). e −→n+1 S ′, fix f(x). e′

ESAPP
S, e1 −→n S ′, e′1
S, e1e2 −→n S ′, e′1e2

e1 ∈ V aln S, e2 −→n S ′, e′2
S, e1e2 −→n S ′, e1e′2

e2 ∈ V al0
S, (λx.e)e2 −→0 S, e[x\e2]0

e2 ∈ V al0
S, (fix f(x). e)e2 −→0 S, e[f\fix f(x). e]0[x\e2]0

ESLET
S, e1 −→n S ′, e′1

S, letx = e1 in e2 −→n S ′, letx = e′1 in e2
e1 ∈ V al0

S, letx = e1 in e2 −→0 S, e2[x\e1]0

e1 ∈ V aln+1 S, e2 −→n+1 S ′, e′2
S, letx = e1 in e2 −→n+1 S ′, letx = e1 in e′2

ESBOX
S, e −→n+1 S ′, e′
S, 〈e〉 −→n S ′, 〈e′〉

ESUBOX S, e −→n S ′, e′
S, 8(e) −→n+1 S ′, 8(e′)

e ∈ V al1
S, 8(〈e〉) −→1 S, e

ESRUN S, e −→n S ′, e′
S, run(e) −→n S ′, run(e′)

e ∈ V al1
S, run(〈e〉) −→0 S, e

ESLIFT S, e −→n S ′, e′
S, lift(e) −→n S ′, lift(e′)

e ∈ V al0
S, lift(e) −→0 S, 〈e〉

ESREF S, e −→n S ′, e′
S, ref e −→n S ′, ref e′

e ∈ V al0 ` 6∈ dom(S)
S, ref e −→0 S<+{` : e}, `

ESDEREF S, e −→n S ′, e′
S, !e −→n S ′, !e′

S(`) = v
S, !` −→0 S, v

ESASGN
S, e1 −→n S ′, e′1

S, e1:=e2 −→n S ′, e′1:=e2
e1 ∈ V aln S, e2 −→n S ′, e′2
S, e1:=e2 −→n S ′, e1:=e′2

e2 ∈ V al0
S, `:=e2 −→0 S<+{` : e2}, e2

Figure 16: The operational semantics of λopenpoly with references.

A ∈ SType ::= . . . | A ref
Σ ∈ SStoreTyping = Location ⇀ SType

The store typing is used to look up the types of the locations occurring free (see the TSLOC

rule). Let-bindings now have to take memory expansion into account when generalizing types.
This is done by the expansiven predicate in [KYC06], which is an adaptation of Wright’s original
definition [Wri95].
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v ∈ RV al ::= . . . | `
S ∈ RStore = Location ⇀ RV al

ERAPP
S, e1 −→R S ′, e′1
S, e1e2 −→R S ′, e′1e2

e1 ∈ RV al S, e2 −→R S ′, e′2
S, e1e2 −→R S ′, e1e′2

e2 ∈ RV al
S, (λw.e1)e2 −→R S, e1[w\e2]

e2 ∈ RV al
S, (fix f(x). e1)e2 −→R S, e1[f\fix f(x). e1][x\e2]

ERLET
S, e1 −→R S ′, e′1

S, letw = e1 in e2 −→R S ′, letw = e′1 in e2
e1 ∈ RV al

S, letw = e1 in e2 −→R S, e2[w\e1]

ERUPD
S, e1 −→R S ′, e′1

S, e1 with {a = e2} −→R S ′, e′1 with {a = e2}
e1 ∈ RV al S, e2 −→R S ′, e′2

S, e1 with {a = e2} −→R S ′, e1 with {a = e′2}
e2 ∈ RV al

S, {aj : vj}m1 with {a = e2} −→R S, {aj : vj}m1 <+{a : e2}

ERACC S, e −→R S ′, e′
S, e·a −→R S ′, e′ ·a

S, {aj : vj}m1 ·ai −→R S, vi

ERREF S, e −→R S ′, e′
S, ref e −→R S ′, ref e′

e ∈ RV al ` 6∈ dom(S)
S, ref e −→R S<+{` : e}, `

ERDEREF S, e −→R S ′, e′
S, !e −→R S ′, !e′

S(`) = v
S, !` −→R S, v

ERASGN
S, e1 −→R S ′, e′1

S, e1:=e2 −→R S ′, e′1:=e2
e1 ∈ RV al S, e2 −→R S ′, e′2
S, e1:=e2 −→R S ′, e1:=e′2

e2 ∈ RV al
S, `:=e2 −→R S<+{` : e2}, e2

Figure 17: The operational semantics of record calculus with references.

Definition 10.1. expansiven(e) is as defined in [KYC06], except the following cases:

expansiven(λx.e) = false
expansiven(λ∗x.e) = false

expansiven(fix f(x). e) = false

This definition still preserves demotion-closedness because only stage-1 values can be demoted to
stage-0, and stage-1 values do not contain holes not filled in yet. In other words, any hole that
possibly exists under the abstraction has to be filled in before the lambda abstraction can be
demoted to stage-0, making the abstraction non-expansive at any stage.

The record calculus type system is extended analogously as in Figure 19. The definition of
possibly memory-expanding expressions is also given. In the typing rules omitted in Figure 19, the
store typing is simply threaded through a proof tree.

Below we define safe-β-reductions: reductions that are guaranteed to not modify the store. This
is used in the main theorem which states that translating a staged expression and then evaluating
it in the record semantics produces the same side-effects as evaluation using the staged semantics.

Definition 10.2 (Side-effect freedom). An expression e is said to be “side-effect-free”, denoted as
SEF (e), if it is guaranteed not to change the store when evaluated. The formal definition is as
follows:
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TSREF

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e : A

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
ref e : A ref TSDEREF

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e : A ref

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
!e : A

TSASGN

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e1 : A ref

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e2 : A

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e1:=e2 : A TSLOC

Σ(`) = A
Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀

` : A ref

TSLETIMP

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e1 : A expansiven(e1)

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A}
S̀
e2 : B

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
letx = e1 in e2 : B

TSLETAPP

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
e1 : A ¬expansiven(e1)

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : GENA(Σ,∆0, . . . ,∆n)}
S̀
e2 : B

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀
letx = e1 in e2 : B

Figure 18: The λopenpoly typing rules to handle references. Other rules are the same as before except
propagating the store typing.

TRREF
Σ; ∆

R̀
e : A

Σ; ∆
R̀

ref e : A ref

TRDEREF
Σ; ∆

R̀
e : A ref

Σ; ∆
R̀

!e : A

TRASGN
Σ; ∆

R̀
e1 : A ref Σ; ∆

R̀
e2 : A

Σ; ∆
R̀
e1:=e2 : A

TRLOC
Σ(`) = A

Σ; ∆
R̀
` : A ref

TRLETIMP

Σ; ∆
R̀
e1 : A expansive(e1)

Σ; ∆<+{x : A}
R̀
e2 : B

Σ; ∆
R̀

letx = e1 in e2 : B

TRLETAPP

Σ; ∆
R̀
e1 : A ¬expansive(e1)

Σ; ∆<+{x : GENA(Σ,∆)}
R̀
e2 : B

Σ; ∆
R̀

letx = e1 in e2 : B

expansive(c) = false
expansive(w) = false
expansive(λw.e) = false
expansive(fix f(w). e) = false
expansive(e1e2) = true
expansive(letx = e1 in e2) =

expansive(e1) ∨ expansive(e2)
expansive(e·w) = expansive(e)
expansive({}) = false
expansive(e1 with {w = e2}) =

expansive(e1) ∨ expansive(e2)
expansive(`) = false
expansive(ref e) = true
expansive(!e) = expansive(e)
expansive(e1:=e2) =

expansive(e1) ∨ expansive(e2)

Figure 19: The new typing rules to handle references in the record calculus. These are standard
[Har94, Wri95].

SEF (c) = true
SEF (w) = true

SEF (λw.e) = true
SEF (fix f(x). e) = true

SEF (e1e2) = false
SEF (letw = e1 in e2) =SEF (e1) ∧ SEF (e2)
SEF (e1 with {a = e2}) =SEF (e1) ∧ SEF (e2)

SEF (e·a) =SEF (e)
SEF ({}) = true
SEF (`) = true

SEF (ref e) = false
SEF (!e) =SEF (e)

SEF (e1:=e2) = false
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Definition 10.3 (Safe β-reduction). The following are defined to be safe β-reductions.

(λw.e1)e2 −→|β| e1[w\e2] if SEF (e2)
letw = e1 in e2 −→|β| e2[w\e1] if SEF (e1)

(e2 with {a1 = e1})·a2 −→|β| e2 ·a2 if a1 6= a2 and SEF (e1)
(e2 with {a = e1})·a −→|β| e1 if SEF (e2)

ewith {a1 = e1}with {a2 = e2} −→|β| ewith {a2 = e2}with {a1 = e1}
if a1 6= a2, SEF (e1) and SEF (e2)

ewith {a = e1}with {a = e2} −→|β| ewith {a = e2} if SEF (e1)

10.2 Accounting for References in the Translation

We present a new version of the translation in Figure 20 that converts hole-filling into function
application where holes become arguments. The example we gave at the beginning of the section,
〈x + 8(ref 0; 〈1〉)〉, for instance, translates to (λh.λr1.r1 ·x + h(r1))(ref 0;λr1.1). Call-by-value
semantics ensures that holes are evaluated before being filled in, preserving the order of evaluation.
Below is the classical exponentiation example, written using a reference. Instead of threading the
exponent value through recursive calls, we keep it as a global variable and decrement before each
recursion. Even though the translation renames variables, not to harm readability of the code, we
do not rename them unless they are accessed from a record. The given code generates the function
(λx.x× x× x× 1) which takes the cube of its argument. The translation returns the function

λy.(λr.r ·x× (λr.r ·x× (λr.r ·x× (λr.1)r)r)r){x = y}

which does the same thing through record operations.

Jletn = ref 0 in
let pow = fix gen(). if !n = 0 then 〈1〉 else 〈x× 8(n:=!n− 1; gen())〉
in n:=3; run 〈λx. 8(pow())〉K0 =

letn = ref 0 in
let pow = fix gen(). if !n = 0 then (λr.1) else (λπ.λr.r ·x× π(r))(n:=!n− 1; gen())
in n:=3; (λπ.λr.λy.π(rwith {x = y}))(pow()){}

The power function below is yet another version that counts the number of multiplications
generated. It is adapted from [KKcS08, §6].

Jlet cnt = ref 0 in
let pow = fix gen(n). λx.if n = 0 then 〈1〉

else cnt:=!cnt+ 1; 〈 8(x)× 8(gen n x)〉
in run 〈λx. 8(pow 3 〈x〉)〉K0 =

let cnt = ref 0 in
let pow = fix gen(n). λx.if n = 0 then (λr.1)

else cnt:=!cnt+ 1; (λπ1.λπ2.λr.π1(r)× π2(r)) x (gen n x)
in (λπ.λr.λy.π(rwith {x = y}))(pow 3 (λr.r ·x)){}
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JcKR0,...,Rn = (c, nil)

JxKR0,...,Rn = (Rn(x), nil)

Jλx.eKR0,...,Rn = (λz.e0, H)
where JeKR0,...,Rn with {x=z} = (e0, H), and z is fresh.

Jλ∗x.eKR0,...,Rn = Jλz.[xn n7→ z]eKR0,...,Rn , where z is fresh

Jfix f(x). eKR0,...,Rn = (fix g(z). e0, H)
where JeKR0,...,Rn with {f=g,x=z} = (e0, H), and g, z are fresh.

Je1e2KR0,...,Rn = (e′1e
′
2, zip(H1, H2))

where Je1KR0,...,Rn = (e′1, H1) and Je2KR0,...,Rn = (e′2, H2).

Jletx = e1 in e2KR0,...,Rn = (let z = e′1 in e′2, zip(H1, H2))
where Je1KR0,...,Rn = (e′1, H1) and Je2KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} = (e′2, H2), and z is fresh.

J〈e〉KR0,...,Rn = ((λ~π.λr.e0)~ep, H)
where JeKR0,...,Rn,r = (e0, {(~π, ~ep)} :: H) and r is fresh.

J 8(e)KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 = (π(Rn+1), {(π, e0)} :: H)
where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H) and π is fresh.

Jrun(e)KR0,...,Rn = (e0{}, H) where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H).

Jlift(e)KR0,...,Rn = (letπ = e0 inλr.π,H) where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H), and π is fresh.

J`KR0,...,Rn = (`, nil)

Jref eKR0,...,Rn = (ref e0, H) where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H).

J!eKR0,...,Rn = (!e0, H) where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H).

Je1:=e2KR0,...,Rn = (e′1:=e′2, zip(H1, H2))
where Je1KR0,...,Rn = (e′1, H1) and Je2KR0,...,Rn = (e′2, H2).

Figure 20: Transformation modified to handle expressions with side-effects.
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The example below produces a specialized version of vector multiplication. For this example

we assume that there is a built-in function nth that, given i and a list `, returns the ith element
of `. This is a two-level specialization. The first level produces a generator specialized for a fixed
length; the second level specializes the code further for the values kept in a vector. For instance,
run(prod 2) gives

λv.〈nth 8(lift(2)) w × 8(lift(nth 2 v)) + nth 8(lift(1)) w × 8(lift(nth 1 v)) + 8(〈0〉)〉

and 〈λw. 8(run(prod 2)[5; 7])〉 is 〈λw.(nth 2 w)× 5 + (nth 1 w)× 7 + 0〉. We can now run this code
value and apply it to a vector of length 2, such as [2; 3].

Jlet prod =
let aux = fix gen(n).

if n = 0 then 〈〈0〉〉
else 〈〈nth 8(lift( 8(lift(n)))) w × 8(lift(nth 8(lift(n)) v)) + 8( 8(gen(n− 1)))〉〉

in λn.〈λv. 8(aux n)〉
in (run 〈λw. 8(run(prod 2)[5; 7])〉)[2; 3]K0 =

let prod =
let aux = fix gen(n).

if n = 0 then λr2.λr1.0
else (λπ4.λπ5.λπ6.λr2. (λπ1.λπ2.λπ3.λr1.(nth (π1r1) (r1 ·w))× π2(r2) + π3(r2))

(letπ = π4(r2) inλr.π)
(letπ = nth (π5 r2) (r2 ·v) inλr.π)
(π6(r2)))

(letπ = n inλr.π)
(letπ = n inλr.π)
(gen(n− 1))

in λn.(λπ7.λr.λv
′.π7(rwith {v = v′}))(aux n)

in (λπ8.λr.λw
′.π8(rwith {w = w′}))((prod 2){}[5; 7]){}[2; 3]

The translation uses the function zip, defined below where :: is the cons operation:

zip(h1 :: H1, h1 :: H2) = (h1 ∪ h2) :: zip(H1, H2)
zip(nil, H2) = H2

zip(H1, nil) = H1

The value that is returned by the transformation of an expression e now has the form of a pair:
(e0, {(πi, ei)}m1 :: . . . :: {(πi, ei)}p1). Here, e0 is the actual result of the transformation where each
hole not enclosed by a quotation has been replaced by a unique variable π. The second item in
the return value, a list of variable and expression sets, contains these unique hole-filler variables
accompanied with the corresponding antiquoted expression. A set in the returned list corresponds
to a specific stage. The stage gets closer to 0 as we move from left to right in the list. The
transformation of a quotation retrieves the variable-expression pairs from the top of the list, and uses
them to “fill” in the holes via function application. For the example given above, J 8(ref 0; 〈1〉)K{},r1
gives (π(r1), [{(π, ref 0;λr.1)}]). Based on this value, J〈x + 8(ref 0; 〈1〉)〉K{} returns ((λπ.λr1.r1 ·
x + π(r1))(ref 0;λr.1), nil). Note that the number of sets returned is equal to the depth of the
transformed expression:
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Lemma 10.4. Let e be a stage-n program, and JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H). The length of H is equal to
the depth of e, giving n ≥ length of H.

Proof. By a straightforward induction on the structure of e. Note that length of zip(H1, H2) is equal
to max(length of H1, length of H2). The only expression that adds a new item to H is quotation,
and the only expression that removes an item from H is antiquotation.

Translation of types and judgments stays the same. There are two extensions to be made. The
first one converts a staged store typing to a record store typing:

J{`i : A}K = {`i : JAK}

The second extension translates a store:

Definition 10.5 (Store translation). Let S = {`i : vi} be a λopenpoly store. Its translation to a
λrecpoly store is defined as follows:

J{`i : vi}K = {`i : v′i} where (v′i, nil) = JviK{}

Note that all the values in S are stage-0 values, and the second item of the result of translating a
stage-0 is guaranteed to always be nil by Lemma 10.4.

10.3 Relating the Staged and Record Calculi

We now show that the translation preserves the order of evaluation and the record calculus still
provides a sound type system with respect to staged semantics with side-effects. The properties
related to the record calculus are still valid with the extension made. We do not repeat them.
We first give auxiliary definitions and lemmas. The Close operation below packs the result of a
translation into a single function application. We use the notation {(~π,~e)} for the set {(πi, ei)}m1 .

Definition 10.6. Let JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, {( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . ::{( ~πm, ~em)}). Close is defined as

Close(JeKR0,...,Rn) = (λ ~πm.(· · · ((λ ~π1.e0)~e1) · · · )) ~em

Below is the theorem stating that record operational semantics together with the translation is
equivalent to staged operational semantics. The crucial property expressed by this theorem is that
translation from the staged language into the record calculus preserves the order of evaluation, and
hence the side effects of an expression.

Theorem 10.7. Let e1 be a stage-n λopenpoly expression such that FV n(e1) = ∅. If S, e1 −→n S ′, e2,
then JSK, Close(Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

) −→R JS ′K, e′2 such that e′2 −→∗|β| Close(Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
).

Proof. By structural induction on e1, based on the last applied reduction rule.

The following definition states the consistency between stores and store typings.

Definition 10.8 (Well typed stores). A store S is well typed with respect to a store typing Σ,
denoted Σ |= S, if and only if dom(S) = dom(Σ), and Σ; ∅ R̀ S(`) : Σ(`) for any ` ∈ dom(S).
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Theorem 10.9 (Preservation). Let e1 be a stage-n λopenpoly expression. If

Σ; ∆ R̀ Close(Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
) : A and S, e1 −→n S ′, e2

such that Σ |= JSK, then for some Σ′ ⊇ Σ we have

Σ′; ∆ R̀ Close(Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
) : A and Σ′ |= JS ′K

Proof. By Theorem 10.7 we have JSK, Close(Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
) −→R JS ′K, e′2 such that e′2 −→∗|β|

Close(Je2K{},R1,...,Rn
). By the preservation property of the record calculus, there exists Σ′′ such

that Σ′′ ⊇ Σ and Σ′′ |= JS ′K giving the judgment Σ′′; ∆ R̀ e′2 : A. Using the preservation property
of the record calculus again, and the fact that e′2 −→∗|β| Close(Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

) does not modify the
store, we get Σ′′; ∆ R̀ Close(Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

) : A.

Theorem 10.10 (Progress). Let e1 be a stage-n λopenpoly expression. If Σ; ∆ R̀ Close(Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
) :

A, then either e1 ∈ V aln, or for any store S such that Σ |= S, there exist e2 and S ′ such that
S, e1 −→n S ′, e2.

Proof. By structural induction on e1.

Theorem 10.11 (Soundness). Let e1 be a stage-0 λopenpoly expression and Je1K{} = (e0, nil). If
∅; ∅ R̀ e0 : A, then either e1 ⇑, or there exists e2 ∈ V al0 such that Je2K{} = (e′0, nil) and
∅, e1 −→∗0 S, e2 and Σ; ∅ R̀ e′0 : A where Σ |= S.

Proof. Follows from Theorems 10.9 and 10.10.

We have the following relation between expansion tests of record calculus and staged typing:

Lemma 10.12. For any stage-n expression e, expansiven(e) ⇐⇒ expansive(e0) where
JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H).

Proof. By a straightforward induction on the structure of e.

Theorem 7.6, which stated that the record type system combined with the translation is equal
to the λopenpoly type system, is now stated as follows:

Theorem 10.13. Let e be a staged program.

Σ; ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e : A ⇐⇒ JΣK; J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Close(JeKR0,...,Rn) : JAK

Proof. By induction on the structure of e.

Remark 10.14. The definition of expansiven in [KYC06] is unnecessarily conservative for abstrac-
tions. We modified the definition in our work. Without this modification, we would not be able
to get the ⇐⇒ relation in Theorem 10.13, but would only have =⇒ . This is because one can
find an expression e such that the original definition of expansiven(e) from [KYC06] is true, but
expansive(e0) is false, where JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, H). An example that can be type-checked using the
record type system after translation, but that is rejected by λopenpoly due to the conservative definition
of expansiven, is below:

〈let id = (λx.let t = 8(〈0〉) inx) in id(1), id(true)〉
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10.4 Handling Pluggable Declarations in the Presence of References

In Section 9 we extended the staged language with pluggable declarations. We also gave a transla-
tion to the record calculus. In the presence of references, the translation has to be modified in the
same way we did for the core language. The new definition of the translation is given below.

J〈〉KR0,...,Rn = (λκ.λy.λr. y(r), nil)

J〈x = e〉KR0,...,Rn = ((λ~π.λκ.λy.λr.let z = e0 in y(rwith {x = z}))~ep, H)
where JeKR0,...,Rn,r = (e0, {(~π, ~ep)} :: H), and r, z are fresh.

Jlet 8(e1) in e2KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 = (π κ (λr.e′0)Rn+1, zip({(π, e0)} :: H, H ′))
where Je1KR0,...,Rn = (e0, H), π, r are fresh, and Je2KR0,...,Rn,r = (e′0, H

′)

A similar modification to the desugaring function is also needed. Because this change is along
the same lines of the change made to the translation function, we omit it.

11 Related Work

We now compare the papers that are closest to our work.
Translating a staged language to record calculus, as motivated in Section 2, has previously

been proposed by Kameyama, Kiselyov and Shan [KKcS08]. They translate λα1ν , a two-stage
version of Taha and Nielsen’s λα [TN03], to System F [Gir72, Rey74] with tuples and higher order
polymorphism. Our work differs from [KKcS08] as follows.

• Our translation is not restricted to two-stage program generation; it is multi-staged.

• Targeting “PG by program construction”, our source language allows freely-open fragments,
as opposed to the “PG by partial evaluation” approach in [KKcS08] which rejects fragments
containing free variables that are not in the scope of an outer binding.

• The translation of λα1ν is guided by type and environment classifier annotations. Neither
the source nor the target language in our translation contains type annotations. The target
language, record calculus, already has a principal type inference algorithm defined. We simply
use this algorithm to infer types.

• We provide a proof of the equivalence of the dynamic semantics of staged computation and
record calculus. For a similar relation, [KKcS08] gives a conjecture.

• We have let-polymorphism (i.e. rank-1 polymorphism) as in λopenpoly . We do not allow higher
order polymorphism as in λα1ν . This prevents polymorphic types to live across stages. The
following program is typable in MetaML-like typing (e.g. in λα1ν) but not in our system.

〈let f = λx.x in 8(〈f(1), f(true)〉)〉

Chen and Xi [CX03] give a translation to convert fragments to first-order abstract syntax
expressions. They represent program variables using deBruijn indices. Their target language is
second-order lambda calculus with recursion. One advantage is that they can translate first-order
abstract syntax (without holes) back to regular syntax (with quotations). A problem in their
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system is ”at level k > 0, a bound variable merely represents a deBruijn index and a binding may
vanish or occur ’unexpectedly’” [CX03]. An example that illustrates this problem in the existence of
references is given by Kim, Yi and Calcagno [KYC06, §6.4]. In [CX03], polymorphism is restricted
to stage 0 only.

Kim, Yi and Calcagno define a language called λopenpoly that allows program generation using freely-
open code fragments [KYC06]. The language combines many features such as references, variable
hygiene to avoid unintended capture as well as intentional variable capturing, and let-polymorphism
together with core program generation facilities of quotation, antiquotation, and “run” (to execute
quoted fragments). A sound type system and a principal type inference algorithm are provided.
We took λopenpoly as a starting point for a staged language.

Nanevski [Nan02] takes the approach of relaxing Davies’ notion of closed code [DP96, Dav96]
to allow manipulation of open code together with a sound “run” construct. He introduces a new
semantic category, names, that stands for the free variables in a code piece. Free variables become
part of a fragment’s type as the “support set” — the variables that the code piece depends on. Only
code values that have empty support sets can be “run”; other code values can only be used to fill
in holes. Similar to row-polymorphism, there exists support set polymorphism. Pattern matching
for code values is introduced. This makes it possible to do computation based on the structure of a
fragment. An example is given that performs β-reduction inside quotations. An important feature
of the type system is subtyping: the support set of a code value can be loosened to allow its use in
different contexts. Because no type information is kept for free variables inside a support set, only
the existence or absence of a variable can be expressed. In our work, we use subtyping constraints
as defined by Pottier [Pot00]. Subtyping constraints subsume Nanevski’s notion of subtyping and
provide more expressibility. In particular, they successfully address the subtyping requirement
revealed by the library specialization problem. The definition of subtyping in [Nan02] does not
suffice for this problem. To our knowledge, a staged type system with subtyping constraints is new.

In addition to these differences, we added pluggable declarations to our staged language and
showed that pluggable declarations are a syntactic sugaring that helps us avoid higher order func-
tions.

12 Conclusions

Guaranteeing that a program generator produces type-safe programs has received extensive interest
in the literature. We have tackled the same problem in the context of PG by program construction.
We have shown that the problem reduces to type-checking in record calculus, which is an exten-
sively studied area. This allows us to apply formal properties of the record calculus to program
generation. An example is subtyping; we have discussed how a staged type system can be enriched
with subtyping constraints. This yields a powerful type system that can successfully address an
important application of program generation: the library specialization problem. The close relation
between the record and staged calculi exists in the presence of side-effecting expressions as well.
We have also shown how to extend the language and the type system with pluggable declarations.
We believe that all these extensions are orthogonal; it is possible to combine them without any
fundamental problems. None of the extensions, nor the core program generation language, requires
the programmer to write any type annotations; existing type-inference algorithms can be used to
infer the types. These features form a nice package as a program generation system.
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A Proofs

A.1 Record Language

The record calculus λrecpoly satisfies the following standard lemmas.

Lemma A.1 (Weakening/Strengthening). If ∆(w) = ∆′(w) for all w ∈ FV (e), then ∆ R̀ e : T iff
∆′ R̀ e : T .

Lemma A.2 (Substitution). If ∆ R̀ e2 : T and ∆<+{w : ∀~ψ.T} R̀ e1 : T ′ where ~ψ ∩ FV (∆) = ∅,
then ∆ R̀ e1[w\e2] : T ′.

Lemma A.3. If ∆ R̀ e : T , then ϕ∆ R̀ e : ϕT for any substitution ϕ.

Lemma A.4 (Generalization). Let ∆ :: {w : σ′} R̀ e : T and σ′ ≺ σ. Then ∆ :: {w : σ} R̀ e : A.

A.2 Transformation

Definition A.5. inst [KYC06] creates a monotype environment Γ from the polytype environment
∆, such that Γ ≺ ∆, by instantiating the contained polytypes using distinct renaming substitutions.

Lemma A.6. We have the following properties:

• Γ ≺ ∆ ⇐⇒ JΓK ≺ J∆K

• GENinst(∆)(∆) = ∆

• GENΓ(∆) ≺ ∆ if Γ ≺ ∆.

Lemma A.7. Let e be a stage-n program and m ≥ n. Then FV (JeKR0,...,Rm) ⊆
⋃m
i=m−n FV (Ri).

Proof. By a straightforward structural induction on e.

Lemma A.8. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression with FV (e) = {x1, . . . , xm}. Then,

JeKR0,R1,...,Rn = JeKR′0,R1,...,Rn

if R0(xi) = R′0(xi) for any i ∈ {1..m}.

Proof. By a straightforward structural induction on e.

Corollary A.9. Let e be a stage-0 expression with no free variables. Then JeK{} = JeKR0 for any
R0.

Lemma A.10. Let e be a λgenpoly expression such that e ∈ V aln+1. Then

JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1
= JeKR1,...,Rn+1
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Proof. By a straightforward induction on the structure of e.

Lemma A.11. Let e1 be a stage-n and e2 a stage-0 λgenpoly expression with no free variables. Then

Je1KR0,R1,...,Rn [z\Je2K{}] = Je1[x\e2]nKR0,R1,...,Rn

where R0(x) = z.

Proof. By induction on the structure of e1. We only show the interesting cases. Other cases follow
easily from the I.H.

• Case e1 = y, n > 0: Because of our assumption on the renaming environments, Rn(y) 6= z.
Hence, JyKR0 with {x=z},R1,...,Rn

[z\Je2K{}] = Rn(y)[z\Je2K{}] = Rn(y). And we have
Jy[x\e2]nKR0,R1,...,Rn = JyKR0,R1,...,Rn = Rn(y).

• Case e1 = x, n = 0: We have JxKR0 with {x=z}[z\Je2K{}] = z[z\Je2K{}] = Je2K{}. We also have
Jx[x\e2]0KR0 = Je2KR0 . By Lemma A.8, Je2K{} = Je2KR0 .

• Case e1 = y, n = 0, and y 6= x: Trivial.

A.3 Relation Between Staged Programming and Record Calculus

Lemma A.12. R·x −→∗β R(x) for any R.

Proof. By structural induction on R.

• Case R = {}: We have {}·x −→β error. Also {}(x) = error by definition.

• Case R = r: Trivial.

• Case R = R′ with {y = z}: If x = y, then R′ with {x = z}·x −→β z and (R′ with {x = z})(x) =
z.

If x 6= y, then R′ with {y = z}·x −→β R
′·x and (R′ with {y = z})(x) = R′(x). By I.H. we have

R′ ·x −→∗β R′(x).

Lemma A.13. (R(x))[r\R′] −→∗β (R[r\R′])(x) for any R,R′.

Proof. By structural induction on R.

• Case R = {}: We have {}(x)[r\R′] = error and ({}[r\R′])(x) = error by definition.

• Case R = r′: If r = r′, then (r(x))[r\R′] = R′ ·x and (r[r\R′])(x) = R′(x). By Lemma A.12,
R′ ·x −→∗β R′(x).

If r 6= r′, then (r′(x))[r\R′] = r′ ·x and (r′[r\R′])(x) = r′ ·x.

• Case R = R1 with {y = z}: If x = y, then ((R1 with {x = z})(x))[r\R′] = z and ((R1 with {x =
z})[r\R′])(x) = z.

If x 6= y, then ((R1 with {y = z})(x))[r\R′] = (R1(x))[r\R′] and ((R1 with {y = z})[r\R′])(x) =
(R1[r\R′])(x). By I.H. we have (R1(x))[r\R′] −→∗β (R1[r\R′])(x).
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Lemma A.14. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. Then

JeKR0,...,Rn [rm\Rm] −→∗β JeKR0[rm\Rm],...,Rn[rm\Rm]

Proof. By structural induction on e. In the VAR case we use Lemma A.13. In the BOX case we use
the fact that the newly introduced environment variable Rn+1 is fresh. Other cases easily follow
from the I.H.

Proof of Theorem 7.1. By induction on the structure of e1, based on the last applied reduction
rule. The proof mostly follows from the I.H. We only show interesting cases here.

• Case APP(3). We have
e′ ∈ V al0

(λx.e)e′ −→0 e[x\e′]0

So,

J(λx.e)e′K{} = (λz.JeK{x=z})Je′K{} where z is fresh

−→β JeK{x=z}[z\Je′K{}]
= Je[x\e′]0K{} by Lemma A.11

• Case UBOX(2). We have
e ∈ V al1

8(〈e〉) −→1 e

Note that

J 8(〈e〉)K{},R1
= J〈e〉K{}R1

= (λr1.JeK{},r1)R1 where r1 is fresh

−→β (JeK{},r1)[r1\R1]

−→∗β JeK{},R1
by Lemma A.14

• Case RUN(2). We have
e ∈ V al1

run(〈e〉) −→0 e

So,

Jrun(〈e〉)K{} = (J〈e〉K{}){}
= (λr1.JeK{},r1){} where r1 is fresh

−→β JeK{},r1 [r1\{}]
−→∗β JeK{},{} by Lemma A.14

= JeK{} by Lemma A.10
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• Case LIFT(2). We have

e ∈ V al0

lift(e) −→0 〈e〉
So,

Jlift(e)K{} = (λr1.JeK{}) where r1 is fresh

Since FV 0(e) = ∅, JeK{} = JeKr1 by Lemma A.8. Hence;

= (λr1.JeKr1)
= (λr1.JeK{},r1) by Lemma A.10

= J〈e〉K{}

Proof of Lemma 7.4. By structural induction on e. The proof mostly follows from the I.H. In
UBOX, APP and RUN cases we use Lemma 7.3 and do reverse reasoning from types to expressions.
We show the APP and UBOX cases.

• Case e = e1e2 at stage n. We have, using Lemma 7.3,

∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
: A→ B ∆ R̀ Je2K{},R1,...,Rn

: A
∆ R̀ Je1e2K{},R1,...,Rn

: B

By I.H we have two subcases:

1. ∃e′1 such that e1 −→n e
′
1. In this case, e1e2 −→n e

′
1e2.

2. e1 ∈ V aln. By I.H. we have two subcases:

(a) ∃e′2 such that e2 −→n e
′
2. In this case, e1e2 −→n e1e

′
2.

(b) e2 ∈ V aln. We again have two subcases:
i. n > 0: In this case e1e2 ∈ V aln.
ii. n = 0: Because Je1K{} has the function type A→ B and e1 is a value at stage-0,

e1 must be either λx.e3 or fix f(x). e3, for some e3. Therefore we have either
(λx.e3)e2 −→0 e3[x\e2]0 or
(fix f(x). e3)e2 −→0 e3[f\fix f(x). e3]0[x\e2]0.

• Case e = 8(e1) at stage n+ 1. Note that J 8(e1)K{},R1,...,Rn+1
= (Je1K{},R1,...,Rn

)Rn+1. We have

∆ R̀ (Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
)Rn+1 : A

Because the record expression Rn+1 can only be given record types, we must have

∆ R̀ Je1K{},R1,...,Rn
: Γ→ A

for some Γ. By I.H. we have two subcases:

1. ∃e′1 such that e1 −→n e
′
1. In this case, 8(e1) −→n+1

8(e′1).
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2. e1 ∈ V aln. We have two subcases:

(a) n > 0: In this case, 8(e1) ∈ V aln+1.
(b) n = 0: Recall that e1 ∈ V al0 and it types to Γ→ A. The only stage-0 value whose

translation can have such a type is 〈e′〉 for some e′ ∈ V al1. Hence, 8(e1) = 8(〈e′〉),
and by ESUBOX, we have 8(〈e′〉) −→1 e

′

Lemma A.15. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. Then

∆ :: {rn : J∆nK} R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn−1,Rn : A

if and only if
∆ :: {rn : J∆n<+{x : σ}K} R̀ JeKR0,...,Rn−1,Rn : A

where x ∈ dom(Rn).

Proof. This is the “weakening” lemma adapted to translation and records. Assume Rn(x) = z.
Then, because of the translation, any occurrence of x at level n will be replaced with z and its
type is grabbed from ∆ — it is independent from rn’s type. Any variable y 6∈ dom(Rn) will be
translated to rn ·y, and can still be given the same type because J∆nK(y) = J∆n<+{x : σ}K(y).

Proof of Lemma 7.6. By structural induction on e.

• Case e = c.

Trivial.

• Case e = x, ( =⇒ ). We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ x : A with the premise A ≺ ∆n(x). Note that
JxKR0,...,Rn = Rn(x). We have two subcases.

(i) Case Rn(x) = z for some z: By the definition of type translation,

(J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn)(z) = J∆n(x)K

Using the fact that JAK ≺ J∆n(x)K, we get

J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ z : JAK

(ii) Case Rn(x) = rn ·x: By the definition of type translation, (J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn)(rn) =
J∆nK. Using the fact that A ≺ ∆n(x), it is easy to construct a Γ such that Γ(x) = JAK
and Γ ≺ J∆nK. Hence, J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ rn : Γ, which gives

J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ rn ·x : JAK

• Case e = x, (⇐= ). Note that JxKR0,...,Rn = Rn(x). We have two subcases.

(i) Case Rn(x) = z for some z: We have

J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ z : JAK

with the premise JAK ≺ (J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn)(z). By the definition of type translation,
(J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn)(z) = J∆n(x)K, hence JAK ≺ J∆n(x)K. Therefore, A ≺ ∆n(x),
which gives ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ x : A.
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(ii) Case Rn(x) = rn ·x: We have

J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ rn ·x : JAK

with the premises Γ ≺ J∆nK and Γ(x) = JAK. These two premises imply A ≺ ∆n(x),
which gives ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ x : A.

• Case e = λx.e′, ( =⇒ ). Note that JeKR0,...,Rn = λz. Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} where z is fresh.

1. We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ λx.e
′ : A→ B with the premise

2. ∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A} S̀ e
′ : B.

3. J∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A}KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JBK by I.H. and (2).

4. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{z : JAK} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JBK by (3) and Lemma A.15.

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λz.Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JAK→ JBK by (4) and TRABS.

• Case e = λx.e′, (⇐= ). Note that JeKR0,...,Rn = λz. Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} where z is fresh.

1. We have J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λz.Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JCK

2. By TRABS, we have JCK = A′ → B′ for some A′, B′. By Lemma 6.2, there exist A,B
such that JAK = A′ and JBK = B′. Therefore
J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λz.Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JAK→ JBK

3. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{z : JAK} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JBK as a premise of by (2).

4. J∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A}KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn with {x=z} : JBK
by (3) and Lemma A.15.

5. ∆0, . . . ,∆n<+{x : A} S̀ e
′ : B by I.H. and (4).

6. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ λx.e
′ : A→ B (5) and TSABS.

• Case e = λ∗x.e′ is very similar to the abstraction case.

• Case e = fix f(x). e′ is very similar to the abstraction case.

• Case e = e1e2, ( =⇒ ). Easily follows from the I.H.

• Case e = e1e2, (⇐= ).

1. We have J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Je1e2KR0,...,Rn : JAK with the premises

2. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Je1KR0,...,Rn : T → JAKand

3. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Je2KR0,...,Rn : T for some T

4. T = B′ ∈ RLegType by Lemma 7.3

5. B′ = JBK for some B by Lemma 6.2

6. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e2 : B by (3), (5), and I.H.

7. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1 : B → A by (2), (5), and I.H.

8. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1e2 : A by (6), (7), and TSAPP.
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• Case e = letx = e1 in e2 uses the same principles in the abstraction and application cases

together with the fact that type translation does not alter bound/unbound type variables.

• Case e = 〈e′〉, ( =⇒ ). Note that JeKR0,...,Rn = λrn+1. Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 where rn+1 is fresh.

1. We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ 〈e
′〉 : �(Γ . A) with the premise

2. ∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ S̀ e
′ : A.

3. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,rn+1 R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JAK by I.H. and (2).

4. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,rn+1 = J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{rn+1 : JΓK}
by the definition of type translation

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{rn+1 : JΓK} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JAK by (3) and (4).

6. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λrn+1.Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JΓK→ JAK by (5) and TRABS.

• Case e = 〈e′〉, (⇐= ). Note that JeKR0,...,Rn = λrn+1. Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 where rn+1 is fresh.

1. We have J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λrn+1.Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JAK

2. JAK = Γ′ → B′ for some Γ′ and B′. by TRABS

3. JΓK = Γ′ and JBK = B′ for some Γ and B. by Lemma 6.2

4. (1) has the premise
J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{rn+1 : JΓK} R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JBK by TRABS

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,rn+1 = J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn<+{rn+1 : JΓK}
by the definition of type translation

6. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,rn+1 R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn,rn+1 : JBK by (4) and (5).

7. ∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ S̀ e
′ : B by I.H. and (6).

8. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ 〈e
′〉 : �(Γ . B) by (7) and TSBOX.

• Case e = 8(e1), ( =⇒ ). Note that JeKR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 = (Je1KR0,...,Rn)Rn+1.

1. We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1 S̀

8(e1) : A with the premises

2. ∆0, . . . ,∆n S̀ e1 : �(Γ . A) and

3. Γ ≺ ∆n+1.

4. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Je1KR0,...,Rn : JΓK→ JAK by I.H. and (2).

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ Je1KR0,...,Rn : JΓK→ JAK by (4) and Lemma A.1.

6. Without loss of generality, assume Rn+1 = rn+1 with {x = z}. We have

7. (J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1)(rn+1) = J∆n+1K

8. From (3) we have JΓK ≺ J∆n+1K.

9. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ rn+1 : JΓK by (7), (8), and TRVAR.

10. (J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1)(z) = J∆n+1(x)K = J∆n+1K(x) by definition

11. From (8) we have JΓK(x) ≺ J∆n+1K(x).

12. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ z : JΓK(x) by (10), (11), and TRVAR.

13. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ Rn+1 : JΓK<+{x : JΓK(x)} by (9), (12), and TRUPD.
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14. JΓK<+{x : JΓK(x)} = JΓK

15. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ Rn+1 : JΓK by (13) and (14).

16. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 R̀ (Je1KR0,...,Rn)Rn+1 : JAK by (5), (15) and TRAPP.

• Case e = 8(e1), (⇐= ). This case applies the ( =⇒ ) case in the backwards direction with the
additional use of Lemma 6.2 and the fact that Γ ≺ ∆ and A ≺ ∆(x) imply Γ<+{x : A} ≺ ∆.

• Case e = run(e′).

Follows easily from the I.H.

• Case e = lift(e′).

Follows easily from the I.H. and Lemma A.1.

A.4 Extension with Pluggable Declarations

Proof of Theorem 9.1. By structural induction on e1, based on the last applied reduction. We only
show the cases for the new syntax.

• Case e1 = 〈〉. Not possible because 〈〉 ∈ V aln.

• Case e1 = 〈x = e〉. We have
e −→n+1 e

′

〈x = e〉 −→n 〈x = e′〉
and

∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀ e : A
∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ 〈x = e〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})

By I.H., we have ∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀ e′ : A, which gives, by TSDEC, that

∅,∆1 . . . ,∆n P̀ 〈x = e′〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})

• Case e1 = let 8(e3) in e4. The two cases when we have

e3 −→n e
′
3

let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e′3) in e4

and
e3 ∈ V aln e4 −→n+1 e

′
4

let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e3) in e′4

easily follow from the I.H.

• Case e1 = let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4 and

e3 ∈ V al1 e4 ∈ V al1

let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4 −→1 letx = e3 in e4

We have
∅ P̀ 〈x = e3〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ′) Γ ≺ ∆1 ∅,Γ′ P̀ e4 : A

∅,∆1 P̀ let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4 : A
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By TSDEC, for some B, we must have ∅,Γ P̀ e3 : B and Γ′ = Γ<+{x : B}.
By the Generalization Lemma (from [KYC06]) and the premise Γ ≺ ∆1, we have ∅,∆1 P̀

e3 : B.

Again by the Generalization Lemma and the fact that Γ<+{x : B} ≺ ∆1<+{x : GENB(∅,∆1)},
we have ∅,∆1<+{x : GENB(∅,∆1)} P̀ e4 : A.

Finally, by TSLET, we obtain ∅,∆1 P̀ letx = e3 in e4 : A.

• Case e1 = let 8(〈〉) in e is straightforward.

Proof of Theorem 9.2. By structural induction on e1. We only show the cases for the new syntax.

• Case e1 = 〈〉. 〈〉 ∈ V aln.

• Case e1 = 〈x = e〉. We have

∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀ e : A
∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ 〈x = e〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})

By I.H. we either have e ∈ V aln+1, which means 〈x = e〉 ∈ V aln, or we have e′ such that
e −→n+1 e

′, which means 〈x = e〉 −→n 〈x = e′〉.

• Case e1 = let 8(e3) in e4. We have

∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n P̀ e3 : ♦(Γ . Γ′) Γ ≺ ∆n+1 ∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n,Γ′ P̀ e4 : A
∅,∆1, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1 P̀ let 8(e3) in e4 : A

By I.H. we either have e3 −→n e
′
3, which means let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e′3) in e4. Or we

have e3 ∈ V aln. In this case, by I.H. we have two subcases:

– e4 −→n+1 e
′
4, which means let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e3) in e′4.

– e4 ∈ V aln+1. We again have two subcases. If n > 0, we have let 8(e3) in e4 ∈ V aln+1. If
n = 0, we first recall that e3 ∈ V al0 and that e3 types to ♦(Γ . Γ′). The only stage-0
value that can be given such a type is either 〈x = e5〉 for some e5 ∈ V al1, which by
ESLET2 gives let 8(〈x = e5〉) in e4 −→1 letx = e5 in e4; or 〈〉, which again by ESLET2 gives
let 8(〈〉) in e4 −→1 e4.

Lemma A.16. Let e be a λdeclpoly expression such that e ∈ V aln+1. Then δ(e) is a λgenpoly expression
such that δ(e) ∈ V aln+1.

Proof. By a straightforward structural induction on e.

Proof of Theorem 9.3. By structural induction on e1, based on the last applied reduction. The
proof mostly follows from the I.H. We show the most interesting cases here.

• We have
e −→n+1 e

′

〈x = e〉 −→n 〈x = e′〉
By I.H., δ(e) −→∗n+1 δ(e

′). Hence,

δ(〈x = e〉) = (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e)〉
−→∗n (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e′)〉

= δ(〈x = e′〉)
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• We have

e3 ∈ V al1 e4 ∈ V al1

let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4 −→1 letx = e3 in e4

Note that

δ(let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4) = 8(((λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e3)〉) 〈δ(e4)〉)

By Lemma A.16, δ(e3), δ(e4) ∈ V al1. Hence,

8(((λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e3)〉) 〈δ(e4)〉)
−→1

8((λy.〈letx = 8(〈δ(e3)〉) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e4)〉)
−→1

8(〈letx = 8(〈δ(e3)〉) in 8(〈δ(e4)〉)〉)
−→1

8(〈letx = δ(e3) in 8(〈δ(e4)〉)〉)
−→1

8(〈letx = δ(e3) in δ(e4)〉)
−→1 letx = δ(e3) in δ(e4)

= δ(letx = e3 in e4)

Proof of Theorem 9.4. By structural induction on e. The most interesting cases are below.

• We have
∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀ e1 : A

∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ 〈x = e1〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})
Note that

δ(〈x = e1〉) = (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e1)〉
δ(♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})) = �(δ(Γ<+{x : A}) . B)→ �(δ(Γ) . B) for any B

We now proceed as follows:

1. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n), δ(Γ) S̀ δ(e1) : δ(A) by I.H.

2. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ 〈δ(e1)〉 : �(δ(Γ) . δ(A)) by (1) and TSBOX

3. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) : �(δ(Γ) . δ(A)) → �(δ(Γ<+{x : A}) .
B)→ �(δ(Γ) . B) by a series of typing rules. Note that this judgment can be derived
for any B.

4. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ (λv.λy.〈letx = 8(v) in 8(y)〉) 〈δ(e1)〉 : �(δ(Γ<+{x : A}) . B) →
�(δ(Γ) . B) by (2), (3), and TSAPP

• We have
∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ e1 : ♦(Γ . Γ′) Γ ≺ ∆n+1

∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ′ P̀ e2 : A
∆0, . . . ,∆n,∆n+1 P̀ let 8(e1) in e2 : A

Note that

δ(let 8(e1) in e2) = 8(δ(e1) 〈δ(e2)〉)

We now proceed as follows:
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1. δ(♦(Γ . Γ′)) = �(δ(Γ′) . δ(A))→ �(δ(Γ) . δ(A)) by the definition of δ(·)
2. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ δ(e1) : �(δ(Γ′) . δ(A))→ �(δ(Γ) . δ(A)) by (1) and I.H.

3. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n), δ(Γ′) S̀ δ(e2) : δ(A) by I.H.

4. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ 〈δ(e2)〉 : �(δ(Γ′) . δ(A)) by (3) and TSBOX

5. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n) S̀ δ(e1) 〈δ(e2)〉 : �(δ(Γ) . δ(A)) by (2), (4) and TSAPP

6. δ(Γ) ≺ δ(∆n+1) by the premise of the assumption

7. δ(∆0), . . . , δ(∆n), δ(∆n+1) S̀

8(δ(e1) 〈δ(e2)〉) : δ(A) by (5), (6) and TSUBOX

Note that the extension with pluggable declarations to the translation preserves the Lemmata
A.7 and 7.3.

Proof of Theorem 9.5. By induction on the structure of e1, based on the last applied reduction
rule. This proof is an extension of Theorem 7.1 with the pluggable declaration syntax. The cases
mostly follow from the I.H. We only show the most interesting case. Note that the extension with
pluggable declarations preserves Lemmata A.8, A.10, A.11, and A.14, which are used in the proof
of Theorem 7.1 (and here in this proof, too).

• Case LET2(3). We have

e3 ∈ V al1 e4 ∈ V al1

let 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4 −→1 letx = e3 in e4

Note that

Jlet 8(〈x = e3〉) in e4K{},R1

= (J〈x = e3〉K{})κ (λr.Je4K{},r)R1

= (J〈x = e3〉K{})κ (λr.Je4K{},r)R1

= (λκ.λy.λr. let z = Je3K{},r in y(rwith {x = z}))κ (λr.Je4K{},r)R1

−→β (λy.λr. let z = Je3K{},r in y(rwith {x = z}))(λr.Je4K{},r)R1

−→β (λr. let z = Je3K{},r in (λr.Je4K{},r)(rwith {x = z}))R1

−→β (let z = Je3K{},r[r\R1] in (λr.Je4K{},r)(R1 with {x = z}))
−→β let z = Je3K{},r[r\R1] in Je4K{},r[r\R1 with {x = z}]
−→∗β let z = Je3K{},R1

in Je4K{},R1 with {x=z} by Lemma A.14

= Jletx = e3 in e4K{},R1

Proof of Theorem 9.7. By structural induction on e1. The proof is the same as Theorem 7.4, except
it is extended for the new syntax for pluggable declarations. The proof for the new cases mostly
follow easily from the I.H. We only show the most interesting case here.

Let e1 be the stage-n+ 1 expression let 8(e3) in e4. We have

∆ R̀ Jlet 8(e3) in e4K{},R1,...,Rn+1
: A
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Note that

Jlet 8(e3) in e4K{},R1,...,Rn+1
= (Je3K{},R1,...,Rn

)κ (λr.Je4K{},R1,...,Rn,r)Rn+1

As the (sub)premises, we must have
∆ R̀ Rn+1 : Γ

∆ R̀ (λr.Je4K{},R1,...,Rn,r) : Γ′ → B

∆ R̀ Je3K{},R1,...,Rn
: κ→ (Γ′ → B)→ Γ→ A

for some Γ,Γ′, and B. As the premise of the second judgment above, we also must have

∆<+{r : Γ′} R̀ Je4K{},R1,...,Rn,r : B

By I.H. we have two subcases:

• ∃e′3 such that e3 −→n e
′
3. In this case, let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e′3) in e4.

• e3 ∈ V aln. In this case, by I.H., we have two subcases:

– ∃e′4 such that e4 −→n+1 e
′
4. In this case, let 8(e3) in e4 −→n+1 let 8(e3) in e′4.

– e4 ∈ V aln. We again have two subcases:

(i) n > 0: In this case, let 8(e3) in e4 ∈ V aln+1.
(ii) n = 0: Recall that e3 ∈ V al0 and its translation types to κ→ (Γ′ → B)→ Γ→ A.

The only stage-0 value whose translation can have such a type is 〈x = e′′〉 for some
x and e′′ ∈ V al1. Hence, let 8(e3) in e4 = let 8(〈x = e′′〉) in e4, and by ESLET2, we
have

let 8(〈x = e′′〉) in e4 −→1 letx = e′′ in e4

Proof of Theorem 9.9. By structural induction on e. The proof is the same as Theorem 7.6, except
being extended for the new syntax for pluggable declarations. The proof for the new cases mostly
follow easily from the I.H. We show the two interesting cases here. Note that the extension with
pluggable declarations preserves Lemma A.15, which is used in the proof of Theorem 7.6 (and here
in this proof, too).

• Case e = 〈x = e′〉 at stage n. Note that

J〈x = e′〉KR0,...,Rn = λκ.λy.λr. let z = Je′KR0,...,Rn,r in y(rwith {x = z})

where r, y, z are fresh.

1. We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ 〈x = e′〉 : ♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})
2. Note that J♦(Γ . Γ<+{x : A})K = κ→ (JΓK<+{x : JAK} → B)→ (JΓK→ B) for any B.

3. ∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ P̀ e′ : A as a premise of (1)

4. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,r R̀ Je′KR0,...,Rn,r : JAK by I.H. and (3)

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,r R̀ r : JΓK by TRVAR

6. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,r<+{z : GENJAK(. . .)} R̀ (rwith {x = z}) : JΓK<+{x : JAK}
by (4), (5), and TRUPD
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7. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,ΓKR0,...,Rn,r<+{z : GENJAK(. . .)} R̀

λκ.λy.λr. let z = Je′KR0,...,Rn,r in y(rwith {x = z}) :
κ→ (JΓK<+{x : JAK} → B)→ (JΓK→ B)

by (6), TRLET, and multiple applications of TRABS

• Case e = let 8(e1) in e2 at stage n+ 1. Note that

Jlet 8(e1) in e2KR0,...,Rn+1 = (Je1KR0,...,Rn)κ (λr.Je2KR0,...,Rn,r)Rn+1

where r is fresh.

1. We have ∆0, . . . ,∆n+1 P̀ let 8(e1) in e2 : A

2. ∆0, . . . ,∆n P̀ e1 : ♦(Γ1 . Γ2) for some Γ1,Γ2, as a premise of (1)

3. Γ1 ≺ ∆n+1 as a premise of (1)

4. ∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ2 P̀ e2 : A as a premise of (1)

5. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ Je1KR0,...,Rn : κ→ (JΓ2K→ JAK)→ JΓ1K→ JAK by I.H. and (2)

6. J∆0, . . . ,∆n,Γ2KR0,...,Rn,r R̀ Je2KR0,...,Rn,r : JAK by I.H. and (4)

7. J∆0, . . . ,∆nKR0,...,Rn R̀ λr.Je2KR0,...,Rn,r : JΓ2K→ JAK by (6) and TRABS

8. JΓ1K ≺ J∆n+1K by (3) and Lemma A.6

9. J∆0, . . . ,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn+1 R̀ Rn+1 : JΓ1K
by (8) and multiple TRVAR (see Theorem 7.6, case e = 8(e1), ( =⇒ ), items (6) through
(15) for a similar case)

10. J∆0, . . . ,∆n+1KR0,...,Rn+1 R̀ (Je1KR0,...,Rn)κ (λr.Je2KR0,...,Rn,r)Rn+1 : JAK
by (5), (7), (9) and TRAPP

A.5 Extension with References

Lemma A.17. If Σ′ ⊇ Σ, then Σ; ∆ R̀ e : A =⇒ Σ′; ∆ R̀ e : A.

Proof. This is a standard lemma.

Lemma A.18. Let JeKR0,...,Rn = (e0, {( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . :: {( ~πm, ~em)}) for some stage-n expression e.
Then,

FV (e0) ⊆ FV (Rn) ∪ { ~π1}

FV (~e1) ⊆ FV (Rn−1) ∪ { ~π2}
...

FV (~em−1) ⊆ FV (Rn−m+1){ ~πm}

FV ( ~em) ⊆ FV (Rn−m)

Proof. By structural induction on e. We show the quotation and antiquotation cases. Other cases
are straightforward from the I.H.

• Case e = 〈e′〉, stage n.
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1. Suppose Je′KR0,...,Rn,r = (e′′, {( ~π0, ~e0)} ::{( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . ::{( ~πm, ~em)})
2. By I.H.

FV (e′′) ⊆ {r} ∪ { ~π0}

FV (~e0) ⊆ FV (Rn) ∪ { ~π1}

FV (~e1) ⊆ FV (Rn−1) ∪ { ~π2}
...

FV (~em−1) ⊆ FV (Rn−m+1) ∪ { ~πm}

FV ( ~em) ⊆ FV (Rn−m}

3. By definition, J〈e′〉KR0,...,Rn = ((λ ~π0.λr. e
′′)~e0, {( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . ::{( ~πm, ~em)})

4. FV ((λ ~π0.λr. e
′′)~e0) ⊆ ({r} ∪ { ~π0} \ { ~π0, r}) ∪ FV (Rn) ∪ { ~π1} = FV (Rn) ∪ { ~π1}

5. Properties for FV (~e1), . . . , FV (~em) are immediate from the I.H.

• Case e = 8(e′), stage n+ 1.

1. Suppose Je′KR0,...,Rn = (e′′, {( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . ::{( ~πm, ~em)})
2. By I.H.

FV (e′′) ⊆ FV (Rn) ∪ { ~π1}

FV (~e1) ⊆ FV (Rn−1) ∪ { ~π2}

FV (~e2) ⊆ FV (Rn−2) ∪ { ~π3}
...

FV (~em−1) ⊆ FV (Rn−m+1) ∪ { ~πm}

FV ( ~em) ⊆ FV (Rn−m}

3. By definition, with a fresh π,
J 8(e′)KR0,...,Rn,Rn+1 = (π(Rn+1), {(π, e′′)} ::{( ~π1, ~e1)} :: . . . ::{( ~πm, ~em)})

4. FV (π(Rn+1)) ⊆ FV (Rn+1) ∪ {π}
5. Properties for FV (e′′), FV (~e1), . . . , FV (~em) are immediate from the I.H.

Lemma A.19. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression with FV (e) = {x1, . . . , xm}. Then,

Close(JeKR0,R1,...,Rn) = Close(JeKR′0,R1,...,Rn
)

if R0(xi) = R′0(xi) for any i ∈ {1..m}.

Proof. This is an adaptation of Lemma A.8 for the improved translation and Close.

Lemma A.20. Let e be a λgenpoly expression such that e ∈ V aln+1. Then

Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1
) = Close(JeKR1,...,Rn+1)

Proof. This is an adaptation of Lemma A.10 for the improved translation and Close.
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Lemma A.21. Let e1 be a stage-n and e2 a stage-0 λgenpoly expression with no free variables. Then

Close(Je1KR0,R1,...,Rn)[z\Close(Je2K{})] = Close(Je1[x\e2]nKR0,R1,...,Rn)

where R0(x) = z.

Proof. This is an adaptation of Lemma A.11 for the improved translation and Close.

Lemma A.22. Let e be a stage-n λgenpoly expression. Then

Close(JeKR0,...,Rn)[rm\Rm] −→∗|β| Close(JeKR0[rm\Rm],...,Rn[rm\Rm])

Proof. This is an adaptation of Lemma A.14 for the improved translation and Close. By structural
induction on e.

Proof of Theorem 10.7. By induction on the structure of e1, based on the last applied reduction.
We only show interesting cases.

• Case ESABS: S, λx.e −→n+1 S ′, λx.e′ with the premise S, e −→n+1 S ′, e′. Without loss of
generality, assume

JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z} = (e0, [{π1, e1}, . . . , {πp, ep}])

Je′K{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z} = (e′0, [{π′1, e′1}, . . . , {π′q, e′q}])

So,
Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z}) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep
Close(Je′K{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z}) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q

and therefore

Close(Jλx.eK{},R1,...,Rn+1
) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.λz.e0)e1) · · · )ep

Close(Jλx.e′K{},R1,...,Rn+1
) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.λz.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q

By I.H. we have
JSK, Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z}) −→R JS ′K, e′′ (1)

such that e′′ −→∗|β| Close(Je
′K{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z}).

Recall that in staged semantics, evaluation occurs only at stage-0, or at stage-1 as a hole
fill-in. Because of this, it must be that p = n+1 (otherwise λx.e would be a stage-n+1 value
that cannot take a step of evaluation) and there are only two possibilities:

1. A staged-0 reduction happens as part of e, meaning the premise of judgment (1) above
is JSK, ep −→R JS ′K, ep.
This makes e′′ equal to (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep, giving

(λπp. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep −→∗|β| ((λπ
′
q. · · · ((λπ′1.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q)

Let C[·] be the context (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.[ ])e1) · · · )ep, and C ′[·] be the context
(λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.[ ])e′1) · · · )e′q. Then the two terms above are, respectively, C[e0] and C ′[e′0];
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and C[e0] −→∗|β| C

′[e′0]. The reductions included can be outside of e0 in the context C[·],
or directly inside e0:
In the former case, the context would change and become, say, C1[·], and some substi-
tutions4 may be performed on e0. Let us represent the effect of these substitutions as
S. The term we obtain is then C1[Se0].
In the latter case, the context would have no change at all, but only e0 would reduce to
another term, say, e0. So the term we finally obtain is C1[Se0], giving C1[Se0] = C ′[e′0].
So, C1[·] = C ′[·] and Se0 = e′0.
When it comes to Close(Jλx.eK{},R1,...,Rn+1

), because of the premise, we have

JSK, Close(Jλx.eK{},R1,...,Rn+1
) −→R JS ′K, C[K[e0]]

where K[·] is the context λz.[ ]. Also,

Close(Jλx.e′K{},R1,...,Rn+1
) = C ′[K[e′0]]

Applying the same safe reductions for C[·], and e0 above, we obtain C[K[e0]] −→∗|β|
C1[S(K[e0])]. Note that the context K[·] binds the fresh variable z, but this variable does
not exist free in C[·]. Hence, the substitution S does not contain it, and we can safely say
that S(K[e0]) = K[Se0]. Using the equalities above, we obtain C1[K[Se0]] = C ′[K[e′0]],
which means that C[K[e0]] −→∗|β| Close(Jλx.e

′K{},R1,...,Rn+1
).

2. No stage-0 evaluation occurs, but a stage-1 hole gets filled in. This means ep is a value
and S = S ′, because filling in a hole does not alter the store. So, by TRAPP, we have

JSK, Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn+1 with {x=z})
−→R JSK, ((λπp−1. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep−1)[πp\ep]

and

JSK, Close(Jλx.eK{},R1,...,Rn+1
)

−→R JSK, ((λπp−1. · · · ((λπ1.λz.e0)e1) · · · )ep−1)[πp\ep]

Note that by I.H.

((λπp−1. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep−1)[πp\ep] −→∗|β| (λπ
′
q. · · · ((λπ′1.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q

We now need to show that

((λπp−1. · · · ((λπ1.λz.e0)e1) · · · )ep−1)[πp\ep] −→∗|β| (λπ
′
q. · · · ((λπ′1.λz.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q

which can be done by reasoning about the contexts the same way we did above for the
first case.

• Cases ESSYM, ESFIX, ESAPP(1), ESAPP(2), ESLET(1), ESLET(2), ESRUN(1), ESLIFT(1), ES-

REF(1), ESDEREF(1), ESASGN(1), and ESASGN(2) require using the I.H. the same way as in
the ESABS case.

4This would be the case, for instance, of expanding a function application or a let-expression.
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• Case ESAPP(3): S, (λx.e1)e2 −→0 S, e1[x\e2]0 with the premise e2 ∈ V al0. Note that

Close(J(λx.e1)e2K{}) = (λz.e0)(Je′0K)

where Je1K{x=z} = (e0, nil) and Je2K{} = (e′0, nil). Because e2 ∈ V al0, we have e′0 ∈ RV al.
Hence, SEF (e′0). Then, at the record semantics side we have

JSK, (λz.e0)(e′0) −→R JSK, e0[z\e′0]

Note that e0[z\e′0] = Close(Je1K{x=z})[z\Close(Je2K{})], which is equal to
Close(Je1[x\e2]0K{x=z}) by A.21, and Close(Je1[x\e2]0K{x=z}) = Close(Je1[x\e2]0K{}) by Lemma
A.19.

• Case ESAPP(4): S, (fix f(x). e1)e2 −→0 S, e1[f\fix f(x). e2]0[x\e2]0 with the premise e2 ∈ V al0.
This is a case that is very similar to ESAPP(3) above.

• Case ESLET(3): S, letx = e1 in e2 −→0 S, e2[x\e1]0 with the premise e1 ∈ V al0. This is a case
that is very similar to ESAPP(3).

• Case ESBOX: S, 〈e〉 −→n S ′, 〈e′〉 with the premise S, e −→n+1 S ′, e′. Without loss of generality,
assume

JeK{},R1,...,Rn,r = (e0, [{π1, e1}, . . . , {πp, ep}])

Je′K{},R1,...,Rn,r = (e′0, [{π′1, e′1}, . . . , {π′q, e′q}])

So,
Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn,r) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep
Close(Je′K{},R1,...,Rn,r) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q

Hence,
Close(J〈e〉K{},R1,...,Rn

) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.λr.e0)e1) · · · )ep
Close(J〈e′〉K{},R1,...,Rn

) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.λr.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q
By I.H. we have

JSK, Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn,r) −→R JS ′K, e′′

such that e′′ −→∗|β| Close(Je
′K{},R1,...,Rn,r). And the rest of the proof for this case goes in the

same style of the ESABS case using the I.H.

• Case ESUBOX(1): S, 8(e) −→n+1 S ′, 8(e′) with the premise S, e −→n S ′, e′. Without loss of
generality, assume

JeK{},R1,...,Rn
= (e0, [{π1, e1}, . . . , {πp, ep}])

Je′K{},R1,...,Rn
= (e′0, [{π′1, e′1}, . . . , {π′q, e′q}])

So,
Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn

) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.e0)e1) · · · )ep
Close(Je′K{},R1,...,Rn

) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.e′0)e′1) · · · )e′q
Hence,

Close(J 8(e)K{},R1,...,Rn,Rn+1
) = (λπp. · · · ((λπ1.((λπ0.π0(Rn+1))e0))e1) · · · )ep
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Close(J 8(e′)K{},R1,...,Rn,Rn+1

) = (λπ′q. · · · ((λπ′1.((λπ′0.π′0(Rn+1))e′0))e′1) · · · )e′q
By I.H. we have

JSK, Close(JeK{},R1,...,Rn
) −→R JS ′K, e′′

such that e′′ −→∗|β| Close(Je
′K{},R1,...,Rn

). And the rest of the proof for this case goes in the
same style of the the ESABS case using the I.H.

• Case ESUBOX(2): S, 8(〈e〉) −→1 S, e with the premise e ∈ V al1. Because of the premise, we
have JeK{},r = (e0, nil).
Therefore, J〈e〉K{} = (λr.e0, nil) and Close(J 8(〈e〉)K{},R1

) = (λπ0.π0R1)(λr.e0). By ERAPP,
we have

JSK, (λπ0.π0R1)(λr.e0) −→R JSK, (λr.e0)R1

Note that (λr.e0)R1 −→|β| e0[r\R1]. Using the fact that e0 = Close(JeK{},r), we have
Close(JeK{},r)[r\R1] −→∗|β| Close(JeK{},R1

) by Lemma A.22.

• Case ESRUN(2): S, run(〈e〉) −→0 S, e with the premise e ∈ V al1. Because of the premise, we
have JeK{},r = (e0, nil).
Therefore, J〈e〉K{} = (λr.e0, nil) and Close(Jrun(〈e〉)K{}) = (λr.e0){}. By ERAPP, we have

JSK, (λr.e0){} −→R JSK, e0[r\{}]

Using the fact that e0 = Close(JeK{},r), we have Close(JeK{},r)[r\{}] −→∗|β| Close(JeK{},{}) by
Lemma A.22. And finally Close(JeK{},{}) = Close(JeK{}) by Lemma A.20.

• Case ESLIFT(2): S, lift(e) −→0 S, 〈e〉 with the premise e ∈ V al0. Because of the premise, we
have JeK{} = (e0, nil). Therefore, Close(Jlift(e)K{}) = letπ = e0 inλr.π. Since e ∈ V al0, we
have e0 ∈ RV al. By ERLET we have

JSK, (letπ = e0 inλr.π) −→R JSK, λr.e0

Using the fact that e0 = Close(JeK{}), we have λr.e0 = Close(JeK{}). By Lemma A.19,
Close(JeK{}) = Close(JeKr). And by Lemma A.20, we get Close(JeKr) = Close(JeK{},r) =
(e0, nil). Hence, Close(J〈e〉K{}) = λr.e0.

• Case ESREF(2): S, ref e −→0 S<+{` : e}, ` with the premise e ∈ V al0 and ` 6∈ dom(S).

Note that, because e ∈ V al0, we have JeK{} = (e0, nil) and e0 ∈ RV al. Therefore, Close(Jref eK{}) =
ref e0, and by ERREF

JSK, ref e0 −→R JSK<+{` : e0}, `

Trivially, ` −→∗|β| `, and JS<+{` : e}K = JSK<+{` : e0} because Close(JeK{}) = e0.

• Case ESDEREF(2): S, !` −→0 S, v with the premise S(`) = v.

Note that Close(J!`K{}) = !` and Close(JvK{}) = (v0, nil) and JSK(`) = v0. Hence, by
ERDEREF

JSK, !` −→R JSK, v0
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• Case ESASGN(3): S, `:=e2 −→0 S<+{` : e2}, e2 with the premise e2 ∈ V al0.

Note that, because e2 ∈ V al0, we have Je2K{} = (e0, nil) and e0 ∈ RV al. Therefore,
Close(J`:=e2K{}) = `:=e0, and by ERREF

JSK, `:=e0 −→R JSK<+{` : e0}, e0

Recall that e0 = Close(Je2K{}).

Proof of Theorem 10.10. By structural induction on e1. This proof is similar to Theorem 7.4 with
additional use of the fact that the reduction does not alter the unmatched holes inside expressions
if the stage is greater than 0, and that there are no unmatched holes if the stage is 0.

Proof of Theorem 10.13. By induction on the structure of e. The proof frequently uses Lemma A.1
based on the fact obtained from Lemma A.18.
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